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A CRITIQUE OF THE CENTER FOR
THE STUDY OF DEMOCRATIC
INSTITUTIONS
Citadel of Ideological Subversion?
THE BEGINNING
In Santa Barbara, California, an aging white
mansion, somewhat reminiscent of a large Pompeiian house, stands atop a hill overlooking the
Pacific Ocean. This former private house, surrounded by forty-one acres of land, comprised an
estate established at the turn of the century by
manufacturer Frederick Forrest Peabody. After
the death of his widow in 1958, the property was
purchased by a foundation called The Fund for
the Republic as the location for its new project,
The Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions. In these quarters, the Center began operations on September 15, 1959. There it remains,
"the infection spot for the intellectual Left on the
West Coast."
The Fund for the Republic was authorized by
the trustees of the Ford Foundation in October,
1951. The Fund received an initial grant of
$15,000,000 from the Ford Foundation, and in
1953 it became an independent organization.
Since its inception the Fund for the Republic has
showed an unswerving determination to engage
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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in all kinds of extreme left wing projects. In the
1950's it launched an "educational career with an
attack by Cyrus Eaton on J. Edgar Hoover and
the F.B.I." (Human Events, June 25, 1966, p.
408)
Both the Fund for the Republic and the Center
enjoy tax exemption and deductibility in spite of
the fact that the HCUA has demonstrated many
times that the Fund has attempted to influence
legislation, which should disqualify it for further
tax deductibility. The Center itself of course disclaims any connection with political activity and
asserts that:
contributors to publications issued under the auspices
of the Center are responsible for their statements of
fact and expressions of opinions. The Center is responsible only for determining that the material
should be presented to the public as a contribution
to the discussion of a Free Society . . . (The above
quotation appears on the inside covers of publications
released by the Center.)

The Center is frank to admit that conservatives
have little place in its program. In an undated
publication, The Dialogue, conservatives are pictured as:
... Persons who do not recognize change andjor are
not willing to consider new ideas . . . (page 2, page
numbering added)

The Center publishes numerous position papers, pamphlets, and books to a mailing list of
about 25,000 persons. ("Bulletin for the Center,"
4
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November, 1963) Radio broadcasts are made
over the extreme leftist Pacifica Foundation stations and many tapes, transcripts of discussions
and interviews, are available.
The Center very proudly explains that its
method is that of dialogue and says that its "prejudice is democracy." (The Dialogue, p. 1) Its motto is, "Feel Free."
It is most interesting to note that in all of the
Center publications examined by this writer, the
word democracy is invariably used as being descriptive of the American system of government.
Since a most elementary knowledge of political
science and American history would serve to show
that the United States is a republic, not a democracy, one is compelled to wonder why these
erudite scholars constantly make such a brazen
mistake. The object of this endless talk-dialogue
-is, according to The Dialogue, clarification, not
necessarily settlement of issues.
The Center is financed, according to its own
statement, by contributions from individuals and
organizations. At present the Center's annual
budget is about $1.2 million. The original grant
of $15 million has been used up, and the Ford
Foundation has made no further contribution.
Part of the budget is used to bring some 300 temporary consultants to the Center each year for
visits that may last from days to weeks.
5
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THE PEOPLE AT THE CENTER
The president of the Center, Dr. Robert M.
Hutchins, has long been a very controversial figure
in the field of education. His university years
were spent at Oberlin College and Yale University. He was dean of Yale University Law School
at twenty-nine years of age and president of the
University of Chicago at thirty.
Observes Fulton Lewis J r:
He had very violently progressive ideas ... and began
having conflicts with the faculty from the time he took
over in Chicago ... By 1951, public criticism from
alumni had reached such a high pressure, and financial condition of the University ... had become so
critical, and the enrollment so inadequate that he
resigned voluntarily and became an associate director
of the Ford Foundation . . . - Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
Report on the Fund for the Republic, p. 13.

Dr. Hutchins has continued to espouse extreme
liberal and leftist causes. He has used his position
as president of the Center to host radical left wing
conferences, to publish occasional leftist position
papers, setting forth the Marxian and Fabian socialist viewpoints, and to gather together at the
Center a group of people eager to remake the
United States into a socialist nation.

anything . . . The answer has to be a guaranteed
annual income as a matter of right.

The above quotation clearly indicates that Dr.
Hutchins believes in the socialist doctrine of the
welfare state. He asserts that the state must
abolish poverty and must eliminate slums. ( Los
Angeles Times, June 21 , 1965)
Dr. Hutchins' socialist bias can also be seen in his
statement in a Modern Forum Lecture, delivered
in May, 1961, that:
Scholars call for a Utopian elite group to take on the
responsibilities of government-the people are to
have civil liberties but no political discussion ... (Quoted in Freedom Press, Feb. 10, 1965)

Dr. Hutchins is convinced that if there ever
was such a thing as a communist conspiracy it no
longer exists. In speaking of impressions he gained
while on a trip to the Soviet Union he says:
The first [impression] concerns the great communist world conspiracy in which all Americans have
been brought up to believe.
It may have existed once. It does not exist today,
and the possibilities of making it a reality are remote.
-Los Angeles Times, Sept. 6, 1965. (This of course
was before the Russians invaded Czechoslovakia. )

One of the most pernicious prejudices in our society
is that people who are not earning enough to support
their families are not entitled as a matter of right to

Limitations of space do not permit a lengthy
discussion of Dr. Hutchins' activities in connection with the Center. It must be added, however, that Dr. Hutchins takes the Center's motto,
"Feel Free" quite literally - in fact so much so
that, according to Human Events a communist has
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In an article copyrighted by the Los Angeles
Times in 1967, Dr. Hutchins stated that:

•

recently been retained as consultant by the Center.
The man, Nikolai N. Inozemtsev, is listed as a
director of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. What
is not widely known is that Comrade Inozemtiev
is also deputy editor of the Kremlin mouth-piece,
Pravda. He will make periodic trips to California
for "consultation" at the Center. These trips will
be financed by the Center's treasury- a fund the
IRS has allowed to go tax free on the fiction that
the Center is a "non-partisan, educational" institution. (Human Events, June 24, 1967, p. 389)
Harry S. Ashmore, Chairman of the Center's
executive committee, was for some time a highly
controversial figure in Southern newspaper circles
because of his extreme liberal views. He was a
member of the Board of Directors of the Fund
for the Republic and has become a fixture at the
Center.
In January, 1967, Mr. Ashmore and Mr. William Baggs, editor of the Miami News, also a
member of the board of directors of the Fund for
the Republic, journeyed to Hanoi. Their purpose
was to invite Ho Chi Minh to attend a convocation
spo~sored by the Center, ostensibly to study
Pacem in Terris encyclical of Pope John XXIII.
On returning home, Mr. Ashmore eulogized Ho
Chi Minh as a:
man of great charm, great sophistication, great intelligence . . . I believe historically he will rank with
Gandhi . . . and there is nobody else around in the
world today in any country who seems to provide a
8
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similar blend of spiritual and political
Human Events, May 13, 1967. (ED.,
power," out of the mouth of the gun?)

~
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In February, 1967, Ashmore and Bag "' met
with some second level officers at the State Department and drafted a letter to Ho Chi Minh
'
stating that the United States was willing to stop
bombing and negotiate provided North Vietnam
offered "reciprocal restraint." When the Ashmore
letter reached Hanoi, Ho already had a letter from
President Johnson spelling out just what the "reciprocal restraint" should consist of- an immediate cessation of infiltration in South Vietnam
by North Vietnam. That letter, said Mr. Ashmore,
"effectively and brutally sabotaged" his own efforts. The State Department later intimated that
Ashmore was determined to play diplomat, so they
let him send his letter. It is interesting to note that
Senator Fulbright assisted Ashmore in composing
the letter to Ho Chi Minh. (National Review, Oct.
3, 1967,pp. 1054-1056)
This incident points up the fact that, contrary
to its pious disclaimer of political activity, the
Center does try to influence government decisions.
The fact that the Logan Act clearly states that
private citizens are forbidden to negotiate with
foreign governments in relation to the settlement
of disputes and controversies with the United
States, deterred Mr. Ashmore and Mr. Baggs not
at all from attempting to interfere in foreign
policy. But who enforces laws anymore?
9
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It would be impossible to list all those connected with the Center either as Fellows, Consultants or Staff. A listing of a few of the better
known names will bear out the Center's own statement that conservatives are conspicuous by their
absence!

Dr. Linus Pauling has been associated with the
Center as a Fellow. The Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee stated, in 1961, that Dr. Pauling
has been connected with various communist-front
political activities and has figured as the chief
scientific name in every major activity of the communist peace offensive in this country. (SISS,
Testimony of Linus Pauling, Mar. 17, 1961, pp.
1-53)
Harvey Wheeler, about whom more will be said
later, is listed as political scientist and a Fellow at
the Center. He also sponsored the New Left School
in Los Angeles in 1965.

In 1962 Wheeler collaborated with the late
Eugene Burdick in writing Fail-Safe, a book purporting to show the certainty of accidental nuclear warfare. The theme of Fail-Safe was a lurid,
sensational plea for disarmament and appeasement.

dental nuclear warfare. Dr. Hook makes the following observation:
It [Fail-Safe] is an emotionally surcharged political
tract designed to prove that the greatest danger to the
survival of free institutions in the world today is our
defense system.... Nikita Krushchev [is] portrayed
by the authors as a man of noble character and profound thought. - Sidney Hook, op. cit. Quoted in
Francis X. Gannon, Biololgical Dictionary of the
Left, p. 119.

Walter Millis, a consultant to the Center, is
listed as a "former editorial writer, New York
Herald Tribune." It is true that Mr. Millis did
serve in this capacity but what the Center does
not mention is that Mr. Millis' views were so far
on the liberal side that his column was dropped
from the newspaper. In speaking of the Government loyalty-security program he said:
What I object to is not the procedure in the program
but the very fact that the system is there . . . The
truth seems to be that the great structure of internal
security does not rest upon hard facts at all, but on
a series of indefinable fears and unverifiable assumptions.- Fulton Lewis Jr., Report on the Fund for
the Republic, p. 101.

Dr. Sidney Hook authored a book entitled, The
Fail-Safe Fallacy, in which he successfully refutes
the thesis of Fail-Safe. He points out that the book
dishonestly represents the safeguards developed
by the American military men to prevent acci-

Rexford G. Tugwell, assistant secretary of agriculture under Henry Wallace, was a part of President Roosevelt's Brain Trust in 1932. Today, at
seventy-six he is busily at work at the Center on
the task he set for himself in college - to make
America over. The Center has assigned to Tugwell the modest task of rewriting the Constitution
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of the United States, and he is now working on
his thirty-first draft!
Dr. Hutchins calls the group working on this
project the "refounding fathers." It is their hope,
apparently, to set themselves up as an elite ruling
class. Thus, the Chicago Tribune scathingly observed,
. . . there is no room in their grandiose dreams and
schemes for a free society. . . . They do not want a
Bill of Rights; they want a bill of fare for the serfs
who will do what Big Brother in Washington tells
them to do and not complain about it.... They want
a government of unlimited and undivided powers, a
government for the people but of and by an elite and
privileged ruling class.- Chicago Tribune, April 14,
1968.

The Center has been equally busy writing a
constitution for the formation of one world government. The preliminary draft for a world constitution was written in 1947 by a group of the
intelligentsia led by Robert Hutchins, then president of the University of Chicago. Mrs. Elisabeth
Mann Borgese (daughter of Thomas Mann) and
a Fellow of the Center, has been active in the
writing of the world constitution. The entire
world constitution is based on social democracy,
which simply means Fabian socialism or worse.

-~·oHD,,

Another consultant to the Center is Dr. r,arrop <9~
A. Freeman, professor of law at Cornell niver;;
sity Law School. He was also director ~ the
~
Pacifist Research Bureau, an organization ~..../
cated to "research, publication, and education on
aspects of non-violence, social change and an
end to the [Vietnam] War." (Santa Barbara News
Press, Nov. 19, 1965)
Dr. Freeman believes that the United States
violates "World Law" in Vietnam and that Americans are clearly committing crimes against
humanity. He has called for an international criminal trial of Americans who he says are "bombing
defenseless villages, napalming ... torturing ... "
Freeman believes that, "only by punishing individuals who committed such crimes can provisions
of international law be enforced. (I bid.) (He says
nothing about the deliberate tortures of helpless
South Vietnamese by the Red Viet Cong.)
William 0. Douglas, Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court, is also listed as a
consultant to the Center. Justice Douglas' left
wing views are well known for he has long and
consistantly advocated a policy of appeasement
and accomodation with the entire communist bloc.

(For a comprehensive critique of this world
constitution see World Government, Nearer Than
You Think, by Dr. W. S. McBirnie, published by
the Voice of Americanism.)

Douglas has asserted that the "21st Century
belongs to the Chinese Red;" and has called for
the United States to reach a rapport with Peking.
He desires Red China's admission to the UN and
a demilitarization of Nationalist China under UN
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of representative government bothers Mr. Wheeler
not at all. Concerning the Constitution, under
which the nation has developed the freest and
most prosperous society known to man, Mr.
Wheeler makes the following statement:

trusteeship. (Human Events, Nov. 12, 1966, p.
722)
"Bishop" James Pike is also one of the latest
additions to the Center's staff.

PUBLICATIONS
By 1965, according to a statement on page 5
of the Center Diary, for April, 1966, 6,500,000
pamphlets had been distributed and tapes from
the Center were in use in over 1000 radio stations,
schools and colleges. A discussion of some of the
publications released by the Center will serve to
show the reader that the people in positions of
responsibility at the Center are eager to make
America over into a socialist state, preferably as
merely a unit in a one world socialist international
government. They do not shrink from frankly advocating government by an elite group.
One of the occasional papers put out by the
Center bears the innocuous title of The Restoration of Politics, by Harvey Wheeler. The theme
of the whole essay is that in the future the United
States must radically change its political and economic structure in order to adopt a national
planning program. Mr. Wheeler believes that free
enterprise economy is inadequate for the supplying of public needs and wants. Central economic
planning is advocated as the solution for any and
all economic ills that may befall the nation.
The fact that the American Constitution does
not allow bureaucratic dictation to take the place
14

In America today, the Constitution stands spiritually
vacated, an empty throne waiting out an ideological
interregnum. . . . The Constitution must be fundamentally altered. - Harvey Wheeler, R estoration of
Politics, p. 6 and p. 31.

Under a planned society, Mr. Wheeler feels that
freedom of movement by people will have to be
curtailed.
People do not automatically go where they cause the
least trouble ....
Treasured ideas about freedom of movement nurtured by the long-departed American frontier, may
have to be forgotten. Men can be allowed to pull up
stakes and resettle wherever their fancy takes them
only as long as this freedom for each does not interfere with the more precious freedom for all. - Ibid.,
p. 20

1
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Mr. Wheeler also believes that the family as an
institution is most unsatisfactory.
... the middle class family system that accompanied
capitalism is already disappearing. It may, in fact,
go down in history as one of the most unsatisfactory
institutions in human experience. - I bid., p. 20.

Toward Community: A Criticism of Contemporary Capitalism is the title of a pamphlet distributed by the Center in 1966. The essay was
15
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written by Robert Lichtman who at that time was
a staff member at the Center.
Lichtman's theme is that the free enterprise system should be abolished because it is "inhuman."
He wants to move "toward community," by which
in fact he actually means some form of socialism.
In the main, the essay represents a rehash of stale
Marxian arguments and sets out to prove that
"political responsibility must be exercised over
the economic fabric of society." Lichtman believes
that the most reasonable method of control would
be to allow people to produce only such products
as required directly through an agency of the
government.
Research centers and plants responsible to the government . . . would produce for the service of the
community, rather than for profit, ... with the object
of superior quality, minimum cost and co-ordination
of activity.- Human Events, July 2, 1966, p. 426.

According to Lichtman, the basic flaw in the
free enterprise system is that prices measure the
value of things. He says that prices are a "corrupting" factor. He believes that "nothing is measured by price."
The noted economist, Ludwig von Mises, asserted, a generation ago in his well known book
Socialism, that, "socialist countries are incapable
of economic calculation because they have no
price system." Other economists have agreed that
von Mises pointed out a very basic flaw in the
16

socialist system. "Personal competition repels social cooperation," says Lichtman.
Adam Smith proved the contrary almost two centuries ago, and modern writers have clearly demonstrated that free enterprise is the only method of
achieving social cooperation in a complex society.Lawrence Fertig, in San Francisco Chronicle, July
23, 1966.

In a report entitled, Cybernation: The Silent
Conquest, by Donald N. Michael, and copyrighted
by the Center in 1962, the author discusses the
greater leisure that will be available to many persons due to a widespread application of cybernation. He reiterates the theme of the necessity for
national planning and control but admits it is
"thoroughly incompatible with the way we look
upon the management of our economic and social
system today." He states, with apparent approval,
that, " ... the centralization of authority, would
seem to imply a governing elite and a popular
acceptance of such an elite." (Michael, op. cit., p.

45)
The author does not believe that "Congress,
composed in good part of older men, acting from
traditional perspectives," could handle the problems resulting from the complexities of cybernation. As a result he is convinced that the United
States must change its "operating style" drastically. (Ibid., p. 40)
One of the most irresponsible pamphlets ever
written about the Vietnam war, entitled, How the
17

United States Got Involved in Vietnam, was published by the Center in 1965. The author, Robert
Scheer, editor-in-chief of Ramparts magazine, has
been consistently identified with extreme Marxism,
having been an unsuccessful candidate for Congress of the radical "peace" movement in 1966.
He was a former member of the University of
California Subversive Fair Play for Cuba Committee and paid an unauthorized visit to Cuba in
1960.
The thesis of this widely distributed pamphlet
is that:
American anticommunism, as shown at home and in
Vietnam, is fascism and no more moral than communism itself.... Must we not ... speak of the United
States' involvement in Vietnam in terms of a "democracy of the gallows."- Human Events, Sept. 25,
1965.

This single publication contains almost all the
arguments used against the Vietnam War by the
intellectual pacifists in the United States. These
people are united in their desire to see the United
States lose its war against communist aggression
in Asia. It is a publication which:
Whines that the American press never describes a
communist as altruistic ...

observation will not permit
statement.
It is a publication made possible b
respectable names connected with the Center, and
by financial aid furnished by the Fund for the
Republic and the Center itself. The pamphlet is
much more hurtful to the war effort of the American people than if it were authored and published
in Peking or Moscow.

Space does not permit a further review of the
many, many publications sponsored by the Center.
It must be said, however, that in the considerable
number of these "studies" and "papers" reviewed
by this writer, there has not been one which does
not either openly or subtly propagandize against
American policies and institutions! Because it is
tax exempt, the Center uses public money to propagandize its extreme left wing, socialist views upon
the American people. Their assumed neutral
political position has given them entree to the
platforms of state supported universities, where
they conduct various lecture series. This is one
of their most effective means of molding youth
and the future.

It would be of comfort to conservatives to learn
that the latter assertion is fact, but experience and

CONFERENCES
The Center has sponsored a number of conferences or convocations covering a wide range
of subjects. The encyclical of Pope John XIII,
Pacem In Terris, was the subject for the study
conference, previously referred to, held by the
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and is very concerned lest U.S. officials purge
known communists and their dupes from American life. (Ibid.)
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Center on February 18-20, 1965, in New York
City. Vice President Hubert Humphrey, Secretary
of the UN U Thant, Chief Justice Earl Warren,
and scientist Linus Pauling were among those who
addressed the conference. Individuals from the
USSR and the communist bloc countries also attended the conference. (Special Report, Center for
Study of Democratic Institutions, p. 7. Published
by Church League of America)
According to Tocsin for March 11, 1965,
James Farmer of CORE; Dagmar Wilson, Women
Strike for Peace founder; Norman Cousins of
SANE; Bayard Rustin, executive secretary of the
War Resisters League; and A. J. Muste, of the
leftist, pacifist Fellowship of Reconciliation, were
all invited to take part in the panel debates. Gus
Hall, secretary of the Community Party in the
United States, and other persons prominent in
radical left wing circles were invited to be present.
(Ibid.)

the free nations toward the communist bloc. ( National Review, March 23, 1965, pp. 233-236 )
Senator J. William Fulbright, who addressed
the assembly on the last day, asserted that "every
nation must be willing to sacrifice its ideology for
the common good!" Fulbright also advised against
holding any moral values in politics very seriously.
Steve Allen, who also addressed the conference,
said that the real enemy of peace was not Russia
but the American Right Wing. (I bid.)
Throughout the entire conference there was a
very strong sentiment for world government, using
a vastly strengthened UN as the vehicle of that
government. In all fairness it should be pointed
out that a small number of people vigorously defended the idea of national sovereignty, but the
majority of the delegates spoke in "idyllic tones."
The most popular slogans at the meeting were, "We
are all people," and, " It exists" (this applied in various ways to China, East Germany, Cuba, the UN )
and, "It is obsolete," referring to war, or sovereignty
... or our Asian policy, or the United States.- Ibid.
p. 236.

While there were a few delegates who dared call
attention to the fact that communist regimes represent the negation of all attempts at peace among
nations, the main theme was appeasement of the
communists and harsh criticism of America. At
one point, however, the delegate from West Germany, Carlo Schmid, remarked that the UN is
simply "another form of power politics - not an
alternative to power politics, but only a new mode
for it." For a moment, at least, a sharp ray of
truth pierced the fawning, cup-in-hand attitude of

A second convocation, known as Pacem in Terris II, was held in Geneva, Switzerland, May 2831, 1967. The Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions was again the sponsor. The
conference was supposed to be concerned with
world peace and to be based again upon Pope
John's Encyclical, but there was no mention made
of God or of moral law! World peace can surely
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never be achieved by a humanistic philosophy the philosophy widely held among liberals.
Moscow, Hanoi and Peking refused to participate in the conferences, and the United States
Government, foreseeing violent attacks upon
American foreign policy, was unwilling to attend.
Dr. Hutchins was very much disappointed at the
failure of the communist governments to be represented, after he had even sent Harry S. Ashmore, executive president of the Center, to Hanoi
in January to give Ho Chi Minh a personal invitation to attend!
As was to be expected, the conference turned
out to be a forum for bitter criticism of the United
States. Dr. Linus Pauling headed a panel of scientists who were loud in their condemnation of the
United States for "carrying on a cruel vicious attack on a poor, small, weak people on the other
side of the world." (The Wanderer, June 15,
1965)
The following quotation is typical of the comment heard at the conference:

received. The highly applauded speaker~' 0't,ere
those who condemned the United Stat
and
praised the communists.
fi.--Y9
Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas
made an uncalled for attack on Chiang Kai-shek,
and praised Khrushchev and Ho Chi Minh. He
compared the American War for Independence
with the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917! (Human
Event~June24, 1967)
The whole tone of the conference was so antiAmerican that Porter McKeever of New York,
executive vice president of the UN Association
of the United States, felt impelled to protest. Mr.
McKeever, certainly no America-firster, made the
following statement:
[A] narrow-focused passion ... has marked many of
the expressions of the past three days. I have sat here
and heard words like "savage," "brutal," "uncivilized," applied to a country which has poured its
human and material resources into the hands of
others on a scale for which history has no precedent.
-The Wanderer, June 15, 1967.

There were a few voices raised in defense of
the United States, but these speakers were not well

It was in August 1965 that Julian Bond, Simon
Cassidy, Stokely Carmichael, and many other
radical leftist militants gathered at the Center to
found the National Conference for New Politics.
(Though the Center says it is "not political!")
This group held a Black Power dominated conference in Chicago in September, 1967. This
frankly Marxist organization gained nationwide
notoriety for its advocacy of revolutionary radical-
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On the campuses of America they cry out against the
war in Vietnam, they burn their draft cards, they
court prison, they preach love not war, they are ready
to sacrifice themselves for peace in a country where
it is considered more patriotic to mourn a dead
soldier than honor a living conscience. -Ibid.
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ism and for its freely expressed determination to
overthrow the government of the United States
by force and violence. (Alice Widener, USA Special Report on Student Subversion, p. 58)
Late in August, 1967, the Center hosted a three
day meeting of student leaders of the radical left
movement prevalent on campuses throughout the
nation. Nineteen of these student leaders met for
sessions on Students and Society. Senior and Junior Fellows of the Center took part in the discussions.
The entire mood of the Conference was one of
open, menacing hatred of America. The participants, according toW. H. Ferry, one of the Senior
Fellows who took part in the discussions:
"look upon the United States and find it abounding
in hopeless contradictions, hypocrisy, and wrongdoing. They see ... a new imperialism that ... shows
itself everywhere . . . as the selfish exploitation of
human beings."- Alice Widener, op. cit., p. 58

Devereaux Kennedy, then student body president of Washington University in St. Louis, called
for an outright revolution and the overthrow of
the United States Government. He advocated terrorism on such a scale that it would demoralize
America.

department coffee urns might be a highly effective
tactic." (William F. Buckley, Jr., in Los Angeles
Times, Sept. 4, 1967)
These quotations are indicative of all of the
discussions held during the Conference. The Center, however, piously disclaims any responsibility
for positions taken by the participants! There was
little if any "dialogue" since the conservative side
was not represented by any recognized or authentic conservative spokesman.
Richard Lichtman, a member of the Center
staff since 1962 (whose publication, Toward Community, has been discussed) was a sponsor of the
New Left School in Los Angeles in 1965. (The
Worker, Sept. 14, 1965) This was a radical
Marxist school and carried the name of Dorothy
Healey, Southern California Communist Party
chairman, among its sponsors and faculty! The
Center states that as of June, 1966, Lichtman "is
now teaching at the University of California in
Santa Barbara." (Human Events, June 25, 1966,
p.409)

Irving Laucks, a chemical scientist who is listed
as a consultant to the Center, was also a sponsor
of the New Left School in Los Angeles. (Ibid.)

Stephen Saltonstall, of the famous Republican
Saltonstall family, a student at Yale University,
~ actually serious when he suggested that the
"introduction of LSD in five or six government

James A. Pike, former bishop of the Episcopal
Church, is listed as a Fellow of the Center. Bishop
Pike has long been the center of much controversy
in religious circles because of his rejection of
many fundamental beliefs of the Christian faith.
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In his lectures he often ridicules the Bible and
'
'
in October, 1966, in Wheeling, West Virginia, he
was censured by the Episcopal Church's House of
Bishops for making "offensive" and "irresponsible"
statements on theology. (National Observer, Nov.
28, 1966)
Bishop Pike has been openly opposed to the
war in Vietnam, and has encouraged young men
to resist being drafted into military service.
"It's much better to live out your life in another
country (or jail) than having to commit one more
unjustified killing in Vietnam." - from an address
by James Pike at Stanford Memorial Church, quoted
in Los Angeles Times, March 9, 1968.

It is significant that in commenting upon the
Conference, Preside.n t Hutchins said nothing in
defense of the United States and allowed every
libel against the American people and their government to stand unchallenged. There were some
rather feeble objections raised by one or two of
the Senior Fellows, but they were totally ineffective.

States and its institutions in the most unfavorable
light possible.
This then is a brief outline of the activities and
nature of the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions. It has not earned the respect which
the liberal press seems to give it but is a hot bed
of subversive thought and the infection point for
intellectual leftist philosophy on the West Coast.
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The Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions cannot avoid the charge that in almost all
of its publications, sponsored conferences, and its
dialogues it has contrived to present the United
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The Center-in August 1965 and August 1963-was
a womb for monstrous activism such as that which
took place at the National Conference for New Politics in September, 1967, and the demonstration at the
Pentagon in October 1967.- Widener, op. cit., p.
65.
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DR. WILLIAM STEUART
McBIRNIE
Was born in Toronto, Canada, his father
was a minister and his mother a concert
cellist.
ATTENDE~: Hampden Du Bose Academy, St. Paul Bible Institute (Diploma,
1939), Drake University, Kletzing College
(B.A., 1943) Bethel Theological Seminary
(B.D., 1945), Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary (M.R.E., 1947; D.R.E., 1952); Honorary Degree Trinity
College (D.D., 1958), Elected (F.R.G.S., 1960). Knighted, Order of St.
John, Hospitallers, Knights of Malta (O.S.J., 1964).

HONORS: Texas Junior Chamber of Commerce Award "One of the Five
Outstanding Young Texans" - 1955. Listed, "Who's Who in the South
and Southwest. Listed, "Who's Who in Protestant Clergy."
ACTIVITIES: Dr. McBirnie is a radio news analyst, author, archeologist,
world traveler, and is the Senior Minister of the United Community
Church (233 S. Kenwood, Glendale, California).
The author of more than 125 books, he is known for his responsible,
defense of Americanism , and his unrelenting war on socialism, appeasement, accommodation, and coexistence with communism. He is the speaker on a daily news radio broadcast.
Dr. McBirnie, described by various state .and national leaders as one
of the most interesting and dynamic speakers in America, is a frequent
speaker before civic clubs, business groups, universities, and international groups.
In the past few years, Dr. McBirnie has made three news journeys
around the entire globe, visiting Europe, the Far East, Africa, and Latin
America.
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THE FAR LEFT'S CLAIM TO COMPASSION

One of the gravest dangers facing mankind
today is not nuclear warfare, but the breakdown
in morality everywhere throughout the world.
The worst of all immoralities are socialism and
Communism. These malevolent forces have spread
so rapidly, that there is not a country in the world
today that is untouched by their evil influences at
all levels of society. Governments have become
immoral through the excessive use of the taxing
power. Coupled with this, the growth of bureaucracy, the hallmark of socialism, in governments
both in the United States and abroad has created
a class whose very survival depends on maintaining and expanding the power of government.
The basic factor which has caused the growth
of autocratic government and the erosion of
individual liberty, is the steady encroachment of
socialism into government. The Far Left espouses
socialism as its political creed. Socialism is based
on deception in that socialists are self-proclaimed
moralizers and pose as great humanitariansalways concerned, so they say, with bettering the
lot of the "common man." In reality, their goal is
to exploit the "common man."
The welfare state, as conceived and carried out
by the socialists, is an example of the paternalistic
government which the socialists hope to create
throughout the world. Under a paternalistic
government, people in all walks of life are encourPRINTED IN U.S.A.
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aged to seek aid or accept subsidies from the
bureaucratic power of the state. The liberal Left
is constantly emphasizing "social justice" and
"equality." These terms actually mean:
... concepts of public ownership of all means of production, price setting by economic planners and investment decisions [to be] made by the public authorities ....
- George Lichtheim, The Future of Socialism, published in
the Radical Papers, p. 58.

Conservatives have always realized that the welfare state is a cruel hoax, and is only made
possible by the legalized plunder of private property through confiscatory taxation. Communists
and socialists share a common goal, the creation
of the all powerful state ruled by an elite group,
bent on the extinction of human freedoms.
Viewed in this light, the welfare state no longer
appears as a great humanitarian undertaking, but
as a completely ruthless scheme for imposing
Communism or socialism on a nation.
They [the Communists] have subverted the United States
and other countries into adopting many of the socialistic
regulations, regimentations and laws which have been
corroding our fundamental freedoms.
Aiding in this conspiracy have been countless, wellintentioned sentimentalists and idealists. Stalin baptized
these groups as "useful idiots." - Spruille Braden,Immoral·
ity and Communism, p. 4, an address, January 15, 1965.

Socialists, with great indignation, accuse
conservatives of putting property rights above
human rights. Actually, this is complete nonsense,

for the right to possess property which is your
own, is one of the most fundamental of human
rights
... democratic socialism has ruptured the most basic of all
economic inhibitions-personal rights to property-the elan
vital which causes man to follow virtue in himself and
respect the work of others. Let society or individual man
respect the personal rights to property of any person, and
that person cannot be destroyed or oppressed. Since
property is merely what a man has earned or been given,
personal rights to property are the fundamental rights to
own and control what is justly one's own. When the government itself becomes a plunderer, removing the just protection which it should provide, replacing it with a
forced seizure of property to which it has no moral claim
then the state has traded morality for legalized immorality:
the breech has been driven, the fracture of morality has
begun-and the ultimate result is to engage in government
by pragmatism rather than morality. - W. S. McBirnie,
Handwriting on the Wall, p. 2.

PACIFISTS

The war in Vietnam is another area in which
these self-proclaimed moralizers actively assume a
role of great humanitarianism. The various peace
groups, almost without exception, are composed
of left wing elements. They range from the far
out Yippies to groups of people, who, perhaps are
sincere in their desire for peace, but who have
been deceived by distorted propaganda. The
United States is always denounced for waging an
unjust and immoral war. American soldiers are
pictured as fiends and the Viet Cong extolled as
patriots fighting for their homeland. No mention
5
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is ever made by the left wing of the atrocities
committed by the Communist Viet Cong. Ho Chi
Minh has come to be a hero of the Left and has
been praised lavishly. Harry S. Ashmore, of the
extremely liberal Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, after visiting Ho Chi Minh
during the winter of 1967, had the following to
say:
... it occurs to me there is nobody else around in the world
today in any country who seems to provide a similar blend
of spiritual and political power - Alice Widener, quoted in
Human Events, May 13, 1967, p:294.

Senator Wayne Morse (D. Ore.), an ultraliberal, has called Ho a "democratic Communist"
and likened him to George WashingtoJ}. He also
believes that if all of Vietnam were to be united
under Ho the people of South Vietnam would
have far more freedom than they now enjoy. A
Library of Congress Report issued in 1966 points
out that Ho has instituted a bloody campaign of
agrarian reform, and that North Vietnam has
deteriorated into a vast prison. The people are
overworked, underfed and underpaid.
Herbert Aptheker, theoretician of the Communist Party USA, defied a government travel ban
to visit Hanoi in 1966, and came home calling the ·
American participation in the Vietnam War,
"atrocious and immoral," and he referred to the,
"barbarity of the American people." (Human
Events, June 4, 1966, p. 365)
6
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The following quotation presents in stark
reality the actual conditions in Vietnam as
opposed to the untruthful image of the VietCong
as "peasants in revolt."
. .. the communist terrorism is no mere accident of war but
a program of systematic butchery. [It is] a deliberate and
brutal assault against the ... citizenry ....
The full record of Communist barbarism in Vietnam would
ftll volumes. If South Vietman falls to the communists
millions more are certain to die at the hands of Ho's imaginative tortures. - John G. Hubbell (Quoted in The Los
Angeles Times, June 24, 1966).

With these facts in mind, those Americans who
praise the Viet Cong, even honoring the Viet
Cong flag, and who call the United States
"immoral" and "unjust" are traitors.

ATTITUDE TOWARD COMMUNISM

No clearer sign of the moral bankruptcy of the
Far Left has been recorded than the statement of
Senator William Fulbright (D. Ark.) wherein ht;
said:
7
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"The single-minded dedication with which we
Americans have committed ourselves to the struggle with
Communism is a manifestation of a national tendency to
interpret problems in moral and absolutist terms.
"Because of these predilections, the cold war has
seemed to represent a profound challenge to our moral
principles as well as to our security and other national
interests. We have responded by treating Communist ideology itself, as distinguished from the physical power and
expansionist policies of Communist states, as a grave threat
to the free world. The cold war, as a result, has been a more
dangerous, costly and irreconcilable conflict than it would
be if we and the Communist states confined it to those
issues that involve the security and vital interests of the
rival power blocs.
"The fears and passions of ideological conflict have
diverted the minds and energies of our people from the
constructive tasks of a free society to a morbid preoccupation with the dangers of Communist aggression abroad and
subversion and disloyalty at home."

If the counsel of the Chairman of the Foreign
Affairs Committee of the Senate is heeded, and ·
surely he does not speak for himself alone, then
the ultimate victory of Communism is assured.
There is only one force which can stop Communism, and that is a sense of moral and spiritual
indignation. A holy war, if you like, though not
necessarily a shooting war. Communism is not
only "ideology", as Fulbright euphemistically
said, but a subversive danger, a military threat, a
hemispheric peril and a menace to the entire
civilized world. It must be destroyed and the only
power capable of destroying Communism, a
spiritual evil, is a spiritual anger linked to planned
action.
8
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Perhaps there is much in our civilization which
could perish without meaningfuf loss. But if
freedom has lasting value, and is the climate in
which man finds his greatest fulfillment, then
most assuredly that freedom of politics and
thought, which is likely to perish under Communism, can and must by preserved by a moralistic
crusade to destroy Communism! No great reform
has ever followed or destroyed any public evil
unless there has been first a sense of moral outrage over the wickedness of the entrenched evil.
The Left is very fond of saying that in matters
of "social justice" and "social equality" there is
much to be learned from the Communists. It is
most difficult to understand how people who
claim to be compassionate humanitarians can be
so deceived. There is overwhelming concrete
evidence of the basic wickedness of the Communist system. It abounds on every hand, but
perhaps is nowhere more forcefully expressed
than in the Revolutionary Catechism by Sergey
Nechayev. His chilling description of the revolutionary should be read by every person who
believes there is any good in Communism.
The revolutionary is a doomed man. He has no personal
interests, no business affairs, no emotions, no attachments,
no property and no name. Everything within him is wholly
absorbed in the single thought and the single passion for
revolution. - Nechayev, op. cit. (Quoted in The Life and
Death of Lenin , Robert Payne, p. 24)

The Left often points to the fact that Nikita
Khrushchev did not approve of many of the harsh
9

measures Stalin instituted against the Russian
people, as he sought to strengthen the stranglehold
of Communism upon the nation. This fact is
referred to as evidence that Communism is
"mellowing" and discarding the ruthless methods
of quelling opposition that have been (and still
are) the hallmark of its system. That Khrushchev
did not condemn terror or dictatorship as such,
can be readily seen in the following quotation:
... Bolshevism [Communism] believes in the use of terror.
Lenin held that no man was worthy of the name of
Communist who did not believe in terror. - From a speech
by Khrushchev at the 20th Congress of the Communist
Party, Moscow, February 24, 1956 (Quoted in Facts on
Communism, Vol. II, HCUA, 87th Cong. 1st Sess. p. 321).

Eugene Lyons, senior editor of the R eaders
Digest, and an expert on Communist affairs, has
written a scathing indictment of Soviet rule in his
book entitled, Worker's Paradise Lost. In it he
points out that since 1917 the world has been in
almost constant turmoil with bloody civil wars
and larger conflicts such as Korea and Vietnam ,
all fomented and encouraged by Communism.
The USSR was the frrst totally immoral state, so proclaimed by its founders, so maintained by their successors
.... It has treated immoralism as a positive virtue, derided
ethical scruples, and boasted of its capacity for what others
call evil ... - Lyons, op. cit., (Quoted in News Press,
Nov. 11 , 1967).

In March, 1965, the Senate Internal Security
Sub-Committee released the hitherto secret testimony of Peter Deriabin, a former official in the
10
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Soviet security apparatus before his defection in
1955. Deriabin testified that the Russians engaged
in kidnapping, murder and terror to hold subordinates in line and to punish enemies. He
said that these activities are worldwide and that
members of this department are, "men whose
hands are covered with blood." He also testified
that murder and kidnapping are instruments of
the Soviets' international policy. (Los Angeles
Times , November 22, 1965)
Examples of the immorality of the Left could
be multiplied indefinitely, but the most flagrant
immoral act in recent times was, of course, the
invasion of Czechoslovakia. This aggression
caught the Communists in the United States by
surprise and they were hard pressed to justify
such an open act of aggression. The nonCommunist world was rudely shocked-at least
for a time-out of its tolerance and complacency
toward Soviet behavior.
American newspapers had little to say about
any Russian terror tactics used in Czechoslovakia.
That murder and horror were rife is only now
being mentioned in a few segments of the press.
One such account is published by Treasure Valley
Associated Newspapers (Idaho), relating the
experience of a former citizen of Czechoslovakia
who was visiting his old home when the invasion
occurred. He reported:
11

Talk about brutality .... In one instance the invading
soldiers asked a five-year old boy for directions .... When
the child refused to answer the soldiers, they immediately
shot and killed him.
... young Czech boys and their girl friends were sitting
on a park bench. Polish soldiers callously killed the boys,
some of the girls, and wounded others. Girls caught out
were in deadly danger-they were raped on the spot ....
Wounded Czechs had to lie in the streets unaided for the
medics were not allowed to get near them. It was quick
death on the spot or at least five years in prison in a Siberian prison camp-without trial-if one word was overheard
spoken against a Russian soldier . . . . Sadism was
manifested in many forms . . . . A priest died a ghastly
death by being put into a sack and being beaten to death
.... The high hopes of religious freedom have once again
been dashed against the wall of Communism.

The left wing in the United States made no
outcries of indignation against Russia's brutal
treatment of the Czech people, who, while maintaining the allegiance to socialism and the
Communist bloc nations, wanted a little more
domestic freedom. It is of interest to note that
Senator Eugene McCarthy, in commenting upon
the Czech situation, had no criticism of the
Russians. He asserted that the United States was
in no moral position to protest Russia's action
because the United States had intervened in Cuba,
Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. (Los
Angeles Times, August 22, 1968) With typical
moral myopia McCarthy equates the fight against
Communism in each of the three circumstances
he mentioned, with the unlawful invasion of a
country whose people wanted only a minimum
of freedom.
12
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LEFT WING CLERGY

The left wing in other countries also leaped to
the defense of Russia, perhaps none more
vehemently than the Hungarian Catholic bishops
who declared:
Our episcopate ... has repeatedly taken a stand for socialism, detailing its social advantages. The events in Czechoslovakia threatened the existing system ... and the mutual
and common peace of the Socialist states. We are convinced
that our Catholic brethren will assume a responsible share
of the common efforts aimed at consolidation and social
welfare and will thereby create an atmosphere of confidence between church and state.- Christian News, October
21, 1968.

Instead of being the moral and spiritual leaders
of their people, a great number of church officials
in Communist controlled countries are simply
propagandists for the Communist governments.
They have often been exposed for what they are
by true Christian refugees who have fled from
behind the Iron Curtain. In spite of hard evidence
as to the apostate nature of many of these
churchmen in Communist countries, the leftist
National Council of Churches urges that "bridges
of understanding" be built between the free and
the Communist worlds. Such moral bankruptcy
on the part of so-called religious leaders can only
be explained by assuming that these men believe
in the rightness of Communism as a way of life.
That Communism violates every principle of
historical Christianity seems not to bother them
at all. One is forced to conclude that their
13
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Christianity is only a sham and a deceit, assumed
in order that they may safely penetrate into the
very fabric of Christian churches. Safely sheltered, they are able to subvert thousands of wellmeaning persons to their cause.
In the United States, t)le National Council of
Churches has espoused left wing socialistic philosophy and has been teaching that anti-Communism
is worse than Communism. Many of the left wing
clergy assert that Communist attacks on capitalism are justified, and that the conflict between
Christianity and capitalism is more fundamental
and more justified than the conflict between
Christianity and Communism.
The official position of the church organizations must be
ascribed to the influence of Marxism in their controlling
bureaucracies and in the seminaries .... Now the general
board [of the N.C.C.) wants the United States [to] give up
the idea of standing at the gate to protect the free world
from communist aggression.
This betrayal of ... Christianity is one reason for the
moral decay and spiritual malaise with which this country is
afflicted .... - Chicago Tribune, March 20, 1968.

Many Protestant ministers have lost the authentic fundamentals of their faith and have become
totally occupied with "social concerns." In
conferences they eagerly pass radical resolutions
that would do credit to the New Left groups. The
left-liberal influence, which causes ~~~called Chri§tain ministers to become advocates of socialism, is
i~ Itself .an immoral thing. Ministers who succumb
14
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to such an influence are themselves leading many
laymen astray, and are often acitvely promoting
godless socialism or Communism in the United
States. They are advocating Christian-Marxist
dialogue in the hope of bringing about an adjustment between the two.
PROTECTORS OF COMMUNISM
AND ANARCHY

Under the banner of self-righteous liberalism,
the Left has countenanced the growth of anarchy
in the United States and the protection of
Communism abroad. The evidences of anarchy in
the United States are too well known to need
repetition, and the protection of criminals is
nowhere more evident than in the attitude of the
Attorney General Ramsey Clark. Clark, a liberal,
has upheld the Supreme Court in its recent decisions which make it impossible to use confessions to convict criminals. (The Court's
Miranda decision is an example of this). He has
refused to prosecute Stokely Charmichael for
inciting Negroes to engage in revolution and anarchy. He has refused to prosecute black militant
organizations engaging in violence and looting.
(Lynchburg Virginia News, August 18, 1968)
Communism has been protected abroad by the
left wing in the United States Government. The
modern outstanding example of this is, of course,
the Bay of Pigs fiasco in Cuba, during President
Kennedy's administration. The moral callousness
15

of the liberal administration and its advisers is
clear. The President ordered cancellation of the
air cover for invading Cuban freedom fighters,
which resulted in the loss of many lives. In
addition, it will be recalled, Mr. Kennedy made a
deal with Khrushchev to withdraw Cuban based
. missiles, in return for which the .President promised a policy of non-interference with Castro.
Many responsible sources assert that Russian
missiles are still in Cuba.
There are additional examples of the United
States Government's immoral attitude toward
Communism and socialism. One remembers with
shame and sadness the Government's failure to
give the slightest aid to the Hungarian patriots,
and the indifferent attitude of our Government
toward the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia.
The acceptance of Fabian socialism is widespread
among United States Government official§.
Socialism robs the individual of the moral fiber
necessary to make stern decisions. Socialists do
not make good opponents of Communism, for
their long range aims are too much alikesuppression of individual freedom and the free
enterprise economy. The New Left epitomizes the
immorality of Communism, an immorality that is
total and complete. No apologist for Communism
can change the fact that it is the most terrible evil
the world has ever known.

16
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THE MORAL CONTRADICTIONS
OF COMMUNISM

Communism is a purposeful way of life. Few
Communists seem to doubt where they are going.
There can be no doubt that they possess the
strength which comes from single-mindedness.
Yet, if the moral law is the true nature of reality,
Communism is rebelling against reality rather
than conforming to it. If it is antagonistic to
reality, then it is filled with inner contradiction,
and will ultimately fail. We owe it to ourselves to
discover what these inner contradictions are, so as
to correctly interpret Communism, to predict its
future, to know how to combat it and to hasten
its downfall.

l
J

The most damaging indictment history will
make of the influence of Communism, in the
middle decades of the twentieth century, will be
that if it had not existed the world could have
experienced real peace for the first time in six
thousand years. What a ghastly accounting the
Communists will be required to make before the
bars of history and God, that they, and they
alone, are responsible for all the real threats of
global war in our time, just when an earthly paradise was within our reach, due to the discoveries
of modern technology.
How galling it is that, meanwhile, they go
about their program of plotting war and subversion, continually parroting the word "peace" at
17

every turn. It is incredible that some of them,
maybe a great many, actually believe that they
are truly "peace loving" and that all war threats
really come from the non-Communist world.
What the leaders of the Communist world may
privately believe is probably another matter.
Surely they know that the West sincerely wants
peace, and they are no doubt counting heavily on
that fact in their own strategy. Communism
makes much of what they call, "the historical
inevitability of the triumph of Marxist-Leninism."
Actually there is no such thing. This is merely an
attempt to justify Soviet banditry. What history
will inevitably do is to condemn, even more
harshly than we, the moral depravity of Communism. The historical contradictions in the
Communist record, that is, between what
Communism says has happened, and what has
really happened, is but one of the ways the future
will judge it. The most serious verdict will be, that
it disrupted the peace and progress of our times.
In a sense, future historical judgment is to us
meaningless. We will not be here to enjoy it,
especially if Communism wins! The' point is that
we should look at Marxism through the probable
view of history, in order to see it in the best
perspective. That view, if realistically taken, will
confirm our convictions about the basically evil
nature and self-contradictions inherent within
Communism.
18
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Our search is essentially to disco ~.9the re
motivations of Communists. Since their
· sophy interprets human existence in materialistic
and economic terms, we cannot ignore their basic
theme: The Revolt of the Worker Against Exploitation. This simply means that Communism feels
it is unjust for capitalists to profit from the
productivity of labor. This conviction leads them
to declare war on capitalism.

Exploitation is a distasteful word only because
the Communists have made it so. The word can
actually mean good as easily as it may mean evil,
since it essentially means "to make a profit." One
can exploit a field or a forest as well as his own
talent. Usually to "exploit" means to make a
profit from the work of others. But this too is not
necessarily evil, since the process may benefit
both parties. Certainly no one likes to be "exploited" in the wrong sense. This type of exploitation
damages human worth and dignity, and provides
the Communists with a believable battle cry.
We cannot deny that the past is filled with
examples of heartless exploitation of many
groups and individuals, nor can we deny that this
still occasionally goes on, even in America.
But turn the coin over. In the modern free
enterprise society, which is far different from the
European industrial society which Marx knew
over a hundred years ago, we tend to practice a
19

mutual exploitation. And this is something far
different than Marx envisioned. Today, the
worker contributes time, skill, and labor. The
capitalist, in turn, contributes time, money,
machines, factories, initiative, direction, ideas
and risk. Furthermore, the capitalist as an individual is getting to be a scarce person. Most big
industries are owned by many small stockholders,
who could be more nearly classified as workers,
rather than real capitalists. It is their savings
which make up the mass of capital funds.

Communism, will exploit the workers, and earn a
profit from their labors, to further its own political ends, not to benefit the workers as they
claim. In the Communist society, the worker is
exploited, without freedom, to keep a political
conspiracy in power, to further ends which the
worker may not want, and to wrap the chains of
slavery even more firmly around the very workers
who are being so exploited! Yet the Communists
claim to be the enemy of exploitation. This is one
of their great moral contradictions.

It is no longer an accurate picture to pit the
"big capitalist" as against "the little worker." In
the majority of instances, the worker is a capitalist and the capitalist is a worker. They mutually
exploit one another. Each provides many things
which the other lacks, thus agreeing to make a
profit from the other's contribution. It is one of
Communism's inner contradictions that it refuses
to see this, thus blinding itself to reality. But
there is an even more serious blindness in
Communism.

Mark it well! The choice facing the people of
the world is not between exploitation or nonexploitation but, rather, "Whom will they choose
to exploit them, the State or themselves?" The
least painful choice is free enterprise. For in this
system the worker is free to sell his services to
whom he wishes. He can bargain for the location
and conditions of his work. He can become,
through stock holding, an owner of the business
for which he works. Or, he is free to take his
wages and leave the worries to others. In the
Communist society the worker is exploited by the
State, without freedom. In the American society
the worker voluntarily agrees to a mutual exploitation for his own greater profit, and yet retains
his freedom. It is that simple!

Experience has proven that human nature,
being what it is, makes it impossible for any society to be organized without exploitation. People
have different degrees of intelligence, skill and
ability, which must be harnessed for their own
good and the good of all. The most unproductive
contemporary harnessing of human effort is that
of Communism, wherein the state becomes the
exploiter. The government, in a closed society as in
20
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One of the most puzzling aspects of Communism is the terrifying zeal which its adherents
display in spreading it. Frankly, as much as we
detest Communism, we probably would not get
very upset about it if the Russians really wanted
it, were free to vote for it, were free to vote it out
whenever they got sick of it, and above all did not
try to export it. Every man, according to the
Bible, is free to choose even Hell for himself if he
wishes, but he is never free to impose Hell on
someone else.

globe, how much good will it do the individual
Communist? He will not even get much improvement in his living standards and he may actually
give his life in a war to impose Communism on
the world. Why should he do it? A man may
understandably make sacrifices or even die to
protect his country, his family or friends. He may
even endure privation or face death for God, or a
godly cause. But what motivates the Communist
to suffer, work endlessly and die, if need be, that
the slave society of Communism may expand?
The answers are buried deep with the subconscious of the Communist mind.

Whence then this evangelistic fervor to spread
Communism to the whole world? It cannot be
humanitarianism, for Communism is based upon
hate, deception, and slavery. Even if the Communists cannot agree to this analysis, and still insist
Communism is good for the world, why should
they care what happens to other people? They do
not believe God will reward them. Since pure
Communism has not been achieved, even in
Russia, for at least fifty years, why should
Communists care about working so that generations yet unborn can live in a Communist world?
For that matter, why should they care about
spreading Communism to other people today?
Their motivations are supposedly materialistic, so
what does it matter to them, as individuals, how a
bushman in Australia, or a capitalist in Connecticut fares? They will never see, know, or care
for either one. Even if Communism covers the

First, the Communist society gives to a person
a strong sense of social and personal identity. It
bestows a feeling upon him of belonging to a far
greater, and thus more important cause than
merely himself, or his own interests. The official
vocabulary of Communism is carefully chosen to
impart the impression of unity, strength, purpose
and solidarity of the cause. The Soviets lavishly
hand out praise, honors, and medals to the
workers so as to stir their pride in being a part of
a "people's" struggle. The Party leads people to
hate its enemies, to accept discipline, to engage in
self criticism, to accept privation that all nations
may become Communist. But all in the name of
the "cause." This personal and social identity,
this purpose and feeling of " belonging" is the
emotion which substitutes for religion, and which
moves individuals to make sacrifices they would
never dream of making otherwise.
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Secondly, the Communist are agressive and imperialistic because they are pathologically afraid of
the possibility of the failure of their "God." Any
suggestion of the defeat of the Communist idea is
maddening to them, for it threatens to leave them
with evidence that all they have believed is false .
It is the subconscious fear of the invalidating of
their faith, which they have abandoned all other
things to embrace, that drives them to confirm it
by world conquest, thus reassuring themselves.
Though they are atheists, they are as Toynbee
says, the most " religious" of men, for Communism is a dreadful, godless, "perversion of the
religious instinct."
When men or nations decide to become militant atheists they realize they will pay a fearful
price if they are wrong. So their substitute faith
must be made to work, or they are lost indeed. It
is this twisted "religious" instinct which gives
Communism its drive, and malignant fervor.
THE POLITICAL CONTRADICTION

All government is admittedly distasteful.
Democratic governments however are the least
distasteful because they govern least. More than
that, they can be changed when their acts displease the electorate. When government becomes
responsible for the regulation of more than external and internal security, and moves in the direction of the welfare state, it must assume more
24
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power over the individual. Communism is simply
this principle carried to the extreme. For this
reason it dares not speak of real political freedom,
for Communism by definition is the organization
of government to limit freedom.
So Communism has countered with the idea
that there is more than one kind of "freedom."
There is, Communists say, political freedom, and
there is also "freedom for economic insecurity."
They deny that the masses can have both at
the same time. They offer economic security
which they see as the only freedom worth having.
The only trouble is that people will not
normally choose to surrender their political freedoms. So Communism has become history's foremost subversive movement, seeking to come to
power by intrigue, since it has never found a way
to attain power by persuading people to willingly
hand over their political rights. It is this denial of
freedom that saddles Communism with one of its
worst handicaps. Most people want freedom. But
Communism is political slavery. Therefore people
resist Communism. This is an inner contradiction
which the Communists try to ignore, to cover up,
to rationalize and for which they try to compensate. But it remains.
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THE CONTRADICTION OF WORDS

Nowhere is the basic immorality of Communism more in evidence than its deliberate adulteration and perversion of the meaning of words.
Knowing full well what most people mean by such
terms as freedom, democracy, peace, Fascism,
warlike, imperialism, republic, vote, aggression,
etc., etc., the Communists have deliberately
falsified the definition of these words, as they
are using them. This is cold, cruel, deceptive
dogmatism.
Words are supposed to accurately describe
meanings, values, actions and truths. When a
word is used dishonestly, the coinage of human
communication is debased. Such dishonesty
cannot go on without developing a cynicism that
in the end will tum on the perpetrator of the
fraud. Truth, a stranger to the Communist philosophy, will in the end win, for that is the nature of
the real world. In the meantime we must endure
the contradiction of words whenever a Communist speaks.
THE CONTRADICTION OF BEHAVIOR

It is natural for men to be kind truthful
'
'
compassionate, and constructive. Not that we
humans are incapable of almost any vile act or
thought on occasion. But in general, men are
naturally decent, well behaved and loving, But
Communism seeks to change the world by
26
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changing human nature for the
This <><9
change in men is the thing we have to f ti;. Some- ;.
one has well said that, "When the natu fir-in man ~
is not surrendered to the Supernatura ,..r,i t can
easily become the unnatural"! The inner con radictions of Communism are there because it is
producing unnatural men. There is no evil the
unnatural man will not do and take delight in
doing. There is good reason for believing that this
policy of going against human nature will someday destroy Communism from within. But there
is also good reason to believe that should Communism win temporarily, there would be a long Dark
Age to endure, until the new Renaissance.
DOES OUR MATERIAL PROSPERITY
GIVE US THE MORAL RIGHT TO WIN?

Many times we simply assume our national
superiority because of our excellence in science,
industry, production, housing, transportation,
education, commerce and agriculture. But look
again. Does any of this, assuming it to be true,
give us the moral right to survive? Does the big,
prosperous, efficient farmer have a moral right to
survive over the smaller, poorer, less efficient
farmer? If you say he does, then you are saying
that if Russia should ever become superior to the
United States in any of these fields, the moral
right of survival automatically passes to her. If
you say that it is inconceivable that this should
ever happen, you have only to look at certain
27
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recent accomplishments in space science which
demonstrate what Russia can do when she really
tries. But remember, superiority in riches or
techniques does not give anyone the moral right
of survival.
DOES OUR FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
ALONE GIVE US MORAL SUPERIORITY?

We are now in the grip of social forces which
no individual is able to stop. The trend toward
bureaucracy in America is insidious and alarming.
Big government is the order of the day and the
end is not in sight. Moreover, bureaucracy is not
limited to the government. The trend toward
bigness in anything is a trend toward the multiplication of bureaucracy.
WHERE DOES THE REAL
MORAL SUPERIORITY LIE?

There are at least four great areas in which
America, and to a degree all of the West, is
morally superior when compared with Communist nations:

1. In America, we have government by law,
based upon the rights of man. In Russia rights
are unknown, only privileges exist, privileges
granted according to the whims of the Communist Party. Appeals to law can be ignored by
the Party, for the Party is self-governing, unhindered by the principle of checks and balances
28
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so precious to Constitutional government. But
in America we believe in "certain inalienable
rights - life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," a clear moral difference!
2. In America, we believe in, and conduct,
business by persuasion rather than coercion. In
Russia the government produces, manufactures, distributes and sel!s. The government
dictates the size, shape, color, and quantity of
the items produced. There are no salesmen, as
such, in Russia. In America the salesman, as a
persuader of free men, is the very embodiment
of this vital difference between ourselves and
the Communists. In a true sense the salesman is
a soldier in the struggle to preserve our moral
right to victory, because he practices freedom
where it counts, in everyday life.
3. In America, we believe in, and have, freedom of
individual choice and expression.

In Russia the captive press manipulates the
minds of the people. The Russian working man
cannot easily move his residencF, choose or
change his occupation, or be heard in public
assembly. In America, these freedoms make for
the ennobling and the dignifying of personality. Responsible freedom is morally superior
to totalitarian slavery.
4. In America, we believe that the individual and
the nation alike are accountable to Almighty
God.
29

In Russia, atheism is the official position of the
government; not because their science makes
God unbelievable, but because their political
morals make God unbearable. If we believe in
God we must believe also that we are accountable to Him. In Russia, God is denied so that,
instead, the Communist Party may be the
ultimate power. Our government rules under
God, which is to say, in accountability to the
higher moral law against which no man nor
government may go. We believe that when
governments or men ignore or despise this
higher moral law it automatically brings them
under the shadow of the judgment of God.
Communists dare not officially believe in this.
Frequent unconscious allusions to "God" by
Communist leaders reveal how shallow their
personal atheism actually is. Nevertheless they
must persist in it, or cease to be Communists.
Our national recognition of the existence and
sovereignty of God provides us with indisputable moral superiority.

WHAT THEN CAN I DO?

It therefore remains for each citizen to give
himself with utter devotion in a crusade to
strengthen these vital differences and see that
they do not weaken or perish. These ideals belong
to individual behavior as well as to national
policy. If we are not careful, in losing sight of
them in our daily lives, we may pay with the loss
of all that we cherish.

As Winston Churchill wrote about the Battle of
Gettysburg, "The next morning Lee was safe on
the other side of the river. He carried with him his
wounded and his prisoners. He had lost only two
guns, and the war." Beware, lest in small compromises with our magnificent differences, we
congratulate ourselves that we have "lost only
two guns," when history is silently writing that
we have unwittingly "lost the war."

Thus, all of these vital differences assure us
that we have a moral right to survive the struggle
of our times. But should these be lost, we would
sink into similarity with the Communists, until
there would be no differences worthy of distinction. Then the struggle would be between two
materialistic nations, neither of whom morally
deserved to survive. The battle then would go to
the stronger, or cleverer, or perhaps the luckier.
30
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Books are dynamic and powerful instruments,
tools, or weapons. - Robert B. Downs, Books
that Changed America.

Two men have recently written books about
Revolution, which have caused considerable
comment. They are authors who seemingly could
not be more divergent in their backgrounds,
their careers, their associates. Both of these men,
however, have authored these books as "instruments, tools, or weapons."
The reason we have brought them to your
attention is their apparent unanimity of theses.
The choice of words could not be more dissimilar, but their conclusions are strangely and
significantly alike - There is so much wrong
with the United States that violence is the only
effective remedy; revolution is inevitable.
Biographical differences between these two
writers are vast. One is young; one is old. One
holds a most exalted office in the government
of the United States; the other has, by his own
admission, "dropped out of the White Race and
the Amerikan nation." We ask you to give serious
thought to what they have to say, not only be3
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cause they hold so many common views on
current issues but because of their common
qualification for immediate attention - THEY
ARE MEN OF GREAT POWER OVER OTHERS IN THIS NATION.
We will compare Points of Rebellion, by
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court William
0. Douglas; and Do It!, by Yippie leader Jerry
Rubin. But first, what do we know of these men?
WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS - Born in October, 1898, he
was the youngest appointee to the Supreme Court in
125 years He was appointed Associate Justice by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1939.
Justice Douglas is an alumnus of Whitman College
in Wa lla Wa lla, Washington. We read that during his
summer vacations he had worked in the wheat fields
which gave him an "opportunity to debate with other
laborers the revolutionary doctrines of the Industrial
Workers of the World." {Countrymen, Vern, Doug las
of the Suoreme Court, p 10)
Douglas served a two-year apprenticeship in a
law firm , teaching at Columbia University on the side
at first and then full time. He resigned when the president appointed a new dean of the law school without
consulti'1Q the faculty At th is time he met Robert
Hutchins, Dean of Yale Law School, at a party, "had a
brief discussion with him. ..and ended up the following
day with an appointment to the Yale faculty" {Ibid)
From 1934 until1939 Douglas worked for the US.
Department of Commerce on a committee study of the
Securities and Exchange Commission. He wrote a
"monumental report of how equity receiverships were
operated for the profit of the bankers at the expense of
investors." He then became a member of SEC and
later its chairman.
In 1939, without any experience whatever in a
judiciary capacity, he was appointed Associate Justice
of the highest Court in the nation.

4
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The Justice has been married four times. T !J_st
time, in 1966, to Cathleen Curran Hefferman, who
s
forty-five years younger than Douglas. In 1969, Justic·.,__,....
Douglas came under fire when his job for the Albert
Pa rvin Foundation {which held 2 million dollars ' worth
of stock in three Las Vegas gambling casin os) was
exposed Th e Associate Justice was guaranteed
$12,000 a year by the Foundation from 1962 to 1966
when the payment was to increase to $12,765. {U s'
News & World Report June 2, 1969) Justice Douglas
resigned from the foundation.
When it was revealed that his old friend Justice
Abe Fortas was receiving $20,000 a year from the
scandalous Wolfson Family Foundation, however, he
advised Fortas to "sit fast" {Newsweek May 16, 1969)
Robert S. Allen and John Goldsmith, syndicated
columnists {Inside Was hington) write, "Justice William
0 . Douglas is continuing to moonlight for additional
income despite the fact that he is getting $60,000 a
year as a member of the U S. Supreme Court. The
jurist has received $6, BOO for various non-judicial services from the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions, Santa Barbara, California." {April 7, 19 70)
Representative Louis Wyma n inquired from the Center
about the Douglas activities and learned that in 1968
the Center paid him $ 1, 100 and in 1969, $2,000.
"There was no explanation what these payments were
for, and why they increased from $1 , 100 in 1968 to
$2 ,000 last year - when Douglas was repeatedly
absent from the Supreme Court because of a cardiac
condition." {I bid )
It is not surprising that Douglas has been a Consultant to the Center and served as chairman of its
Board, one of its fund raisers, speakers and writers, for
his politic al views are in accord with the Center 's
position on many of the following: Douglas desires
recognition of Red China, disarmament of Nationalist
China, admission of Red China to the UN He has
espoused world law, disarmament: denounced "the
radical right," loyalty oaths, investigating committees,
tech nology, the Vietnam War, the FBI and the CIA Of
the m ilitary he complains, "we had generals strut the
stage." {Center Bulletin, Oct 1961) Many other gov-
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ernment agencies have become the object of his
peevishness.
Under the proddings of Douglas and other liberal
judges, the Supreme Court began to usurp the lawmaking duties of the legislative branch, inaugurating
social legislation, finding the Constitution "less restrictive " than previous Courts did. The Court, with a
majority appointed by President Roosevelt, became the
"Warren Court" and it contended that the Bill of Rights
should occupy a "preferred position" in our system.
with the result that often criminals rather than victims
began to receive the benefit of this "preferred position "
also.
Now, Justice Douglas has written a book about
revolution, and Allen and Goldsmith, in the column
above referred to write, "Last week a Washington department store published a large ad announcing that
Douglas would be on hand ... to autograph copies of ...
the opus, in which Douglas justifies revolution as a
means of expressing dissent, which has been widely
criticized. In Congress. it has been hotly assailed by
both Democrats and Republicans."
JERRY RUBIN, thirty year old leader of (according to
Rubin) "850 million Yippies," is presently best known
as one of those indicted on criminal charges in Chicago
for "conspiracy to incite a riot and with crossing State
lines with the intent to foment riots," in regard to his
activities at the time of the Democratic National Convention.
At one time, however. Jerry was a sports reporter
in Cincinnati, where he attended high school. He was
a sociology student at Berkeley when he made an
illegal trip to Cuba, in 1964, in defiance of State Department regulations. The California Senate Fact-finding
Subcommittee on Un-American Activities 13th Report,
1965, p . 79, stated that the Berkeley chaos was
"hatched" by those who had visited Cuba, in admiration of Castro, and returned to this country to conduct
terrorist Communist movements here.
The first page of Rubin 's book Do It! boasts that
Rubin "became known as the P. T Barnum of the
revolution, organizing spectacular events such as Viet-
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nam Day marches," that ne "lived near the University
of California for three years working as an Outside
Agitator to destroy the university."
He organized the March on the Pentagon, in 1967,
which drew an estimated 55,000 Vietnam protestors,
mostly Rubin's hippie followers who saw to it that
window panes were broken in government buildings,
sixteen tons of litter was left to grace the nation 's capital,
and that graffiti, including obscenities, were painted
on federal structures.
Many sympathizers for the cause were lost because
their idealism was sullied by their extreme and foulmouthed colleagues . But organizer Jerry Rubin
claimed, "This was the turning point. It was the end of
mere picketing and the beginning of disruption." Predicted Rubin, "There will be no more mass national
actions for a long time. The next phase will be mainly
local things." ( Newsweek, Nov. 6, 1967)
"Local things" became apparent across the nation.
(Oberlin College, 100 students trapped a Navy recruiter in his car for 4 hours.. . Universities of Wisconsin
and Illinois demonstrators kept Dow Chemical Co.
representatives from conducting job interviews ...
at Harvard they imprisoned a Dow man in a conference
room all day long ... San Fernando Valley State College
(Calif.) knife-carrying students seized the administration building and held 34 members of the college
staff hostage for several hours... New York City College
police arrested 100 students who were shielding an
AWOL soldier with their bodies ... San Francisco State
College virtually shut down after fights and fires broke
out... University of California at Santa Barbara, demonstrators burned the Bank of America.) Nation-wide
campus chaos proceeded.
Rubin makes one astonish ing revelation in h is
book. He relates that when he heard the news of Robert
Kennedy's assassination he, "took one look at the
killer's face on the screen. Shock of recognition swept
my body. Remember that quiet little guy who sat in the
corner at the first yippie meetinq to plan the Czechago
festival? The guy who didn 't say a word the entire meeting. Who disappeared? Who was never seen again?

7

Sirhan, man, what the ... have you done? Sirhan Sirhan
is a yippie " (Pg. 16 7)
What "instruments, tools, weapons " had these insensate young revolutionaries turned upon the
immature, the disturbed, the unstable of the populace?
Rubin was busy with plans for disrupting the
Democratic National Convention in Chicago. "Can 't
you see it," Rubin asked, " 100,000 hippies all around
the hall smoking pot, faking delegates' cards, tossing
smoke bombs?" SDS called on the high school and
college students to "destroy this society, to smash it."
Rubin describes Chicago, "Police cars caught alone
were wiped out with rocks. The streets provided the
weapons A tree 's branch became a club. The network
executives agreed their reporters would be physically
beaten by Czechago cops in order to personalize the
media 's involvement with the story And there was Ho,
who conspired with Dave Dellinger via International
Telephone and Telegraph (every inch tapped andretapped by the FBI), to arrange the Viet Kong seizure of
the Amerikan Embassy in Saigon to inspire our
Czechago recruits with a will-to-win."
When Jerry Rubin and his co-worker Abbie Hoffman received subpoenas from the House Committee
on Un-American Activities, Rubin arrived wearing Viet
Gong pajama pants, no tops, a Black Panther beret.
a Mexican bandolier with live 303 British Enfield bullets
and carrying an M-16 custom-made rifle. The next
time he appeared he wore the Viet Gong flag as a cape,
and screamed at the police to arrest him for treason.
Rubin records his conversation with his Aunt Sadie,
a New York Communist of the old school who had
once visited Stalin. He told her, "Aunt Sadie, long hair
is a commie plot' ... We long ha1rs recogmze each
other as brothers in the street. Young kids identify
short hair with authority, discipline .. and long hair with
letting go.. Our strategy is to steal the children of the
bourgeoisie right away from the parents " (pg. 93,94,
Rubin, DO IT!)
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DOUGLAS

ON POLICE

"For the police are an arm of the Establishment
and view protesters with suspicion. Yet American
protesters need not be submissive. A speaker who
resists arrest is acting as a free man." (Pg. 5,6)

RUBIN

"Undercover cops flood the place, making it unsafe to buy or sell dope on the street." (Pg. 233)
[The results of taking such advice as that of
Justice Douglas to resist arrest is chronicled by
Eldridge Cleaver in his introduction to the Rubin
book]
" ... October 27, 1967, in the heart of Black
Oakland, a pig white lay dead, deep fried in the
fat of his own ..... And another pig white lay there,
similar to the dead one in every respect except that
he did not die. This was a rare moment of death
for the oppressor and triumph for the oppressed."
(Pg. 10)

'

ON ARRESTS
"While an arrest seems definite enough, it is often
an oppressive act aimed at a minority. Arrests
for 'breach of the peace' are often cloaks for the
arrest of people promoting unpopular ideas. Those
arrests are therefore unconstitutional..." (Pg. 23)

"A young person without an arrest record has
been living his life in a closet." (Pg. 242) "Walk
on red lights. Don't walk on green lights .... The
goal is each-man-his-own-revolution." (Pg. 126)
10

ON THE PENTAGON
"If the budget of the Pentagon were reduced from
80 billion dollars to 20 billion it would still be over
twice as large as that of any other agency of
government. Starting with vast reductions in its
budget, we must make the Pentagon totally subordinate in our lives." (Pg. 93)

"Two hundred of the bravest young men and women in the land, using their North Vietnamese
flagpoles as clubs, broke through one line of
soldiers and forced their way inside the building,
inside the Pentagon. . .. The Pentagon was not
invincible. Flags of the Viet Kong, that beautiful
yellow star on red and blue field, waved high in
front of the Pentagon!" (Pg. 76,77)

ON THE ESTABLISHMENT
"The two parties have become almost indistinguishable; and each is controlled by the Establishment." (Pg. 57)

"All we want ... are demands that the Establishment
can never satisfy .... We always put our demands
forward in such an obnoxious manner that the
power structure can never satisfy us and remain
the power structure." (Pg. 125)

"The deceptive practices of the Establishment
have multiplied." (Pg. 53) "When the university
does not sit apart, critical of industry, the Pentagon, and government, there is no fermentative
force at work in our society .. .Then all voices become a chorus supporting the status quo." (Pg. 16)

"The capitalist - money - bureaucratic - imperialist - middle-class - boring - exploitative - military - world structure is crumbling .... If there was
one lesson learned at the Pentagon and at
Czechago it is that the young people didn't give
a . . . about political theories, ideologies, plans,
organizations ... " (pg. 246)
11

ON OLDER PEOPLE
RUBIN

DOUGLAS

,

"Older people are not receptive to these protests ...
The older generation might well have resisted all
change in any case, but they are doomed to resist because of the conditioning they have
experienced over the last few decades." (Pg. 10)

"The thousands of young people in Amerika beginning to ask 'why' anti finding out that their
elders have no answers; they have only power:,and
age." (pg. 247)

ON LANDLORDS
"Can a society which makes distinctions ·between
rich and poor, white and black, employers and
employees, landlords and tenants, teachers and
students reform itself? (Pg. 248)

"The landlord's motion for eviction might be defeated, if the tenant had a lawyer who could prove
that the real basis of eviction was the tenant's
activities on civil rights .... The voices and pressures of the military-industrial complex seem
always to suffocate the pleas of the poor ... " (Pg.
62,65)
12

ON MONEY MAKING
" ... if one tells them [young people] that the important thing is making money and increasing the
Gross National Product they turn away in disgust."
(Pg. 51) " ... we must cease .. .filling people with
goodies merely to make money." (Pg. 96)
1One might ask why a $66,000 a year Justice
wants to "moonlight" to earn even more from
gambling interests?]

"Money causes the separation between work and
life .... Money corrupts every human relationship
it touches." (Pg. 121) "Kids should steal money
from their parents, because that is true liberation
from the money ethic: true family." (Pg. 123)
"The money-economy is immoral. ... Capitalism
is stealing. Shoplifting gets you high. Don't buy.
Steal..." (Pg. 122)

ON BLACK EQUALITY
"The constitutional battle of the Blacks has been
won, but equality of opportunity has, in practice,
not yet been achieved." (Pg. 94)

"When a policeman shoots a nigger, that's 'law
and order.' But when a black man defends himself against a pig, that's 'violence'." (Pg. 142)

"The problem of hunger- like the ghetto problem
and the racial problem- has festered for years ...
(Pg. 77) "The use of violence as an instrument
of persuasion is therefore inviting and seems to
the discontented to be the only effective protest."
(Pg. 78)

"Eldridge [Cleaver] wanted an alliance between
bad blacks and bad whites. Criminals o~ lors
unite .... The symbol of the Yippie-P~$hb pea
is a hash pipe crossed by a gun. . . . e~ill not di~
sent from the Amerikan govern ent. We wil
overthrow it." (Pg. 196,198,199)
c::.
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ON VIETNAM

"Moreover, the lack of any apparent threat to
American interests - whether Vietnam was
fascist, communist, or governed in the ancient
Chinese mandarin tradition (as it was for years) compounded the American doubts concerning
our Vietnam venture. (Pg. 39)

RUBIN

"The United States doesn't give a .. . about that
little piece of real estate. Vietnam is a symbol. If
the Viet Kong win, it will inspire free men everywhere: The United States is a paper tiger!" (Pg.
128)
"If there had been no Vietnam war, we would have
invented one. If the Vietnam war ends, we'll find

another war." (Pg. 105)

ON COMMUNISM
"At the international level we have become virtually paranoid. The world is filled with dangerous
people. Every troublemaker across the globe is
a communist." (Pg. 6)

"My own HUAC testimony was all prepared .... I
planned to conclude: 'There is an international
commie conspiracy and it's four-fifths of the world
and it's all against you, you dumb .... You should
be paranoid.' ... Just as I was getting ready to
testify, I chord canceled the hearings for two
months." (Pg. 207)

"A person may not be punished for believing a
so-called noxious or communist doctrine; but he
may be punished for being an 'active' advocate
of that ideology." (Pg. 11) [It is hard to believe
that this statement was published by the Justice
in 1969]

"We become an island in a capitalist sea attacked
and infiltrated from inside and outside. . .. The
revolution declares all land titles null and void.
14

We are urban and rural liberators, seizing land
for the people ... " (Pg. 234)

"Membership in the Communist Party was of
course fatal [in the McCarthy era] even though
those memberships, at least in the early years,
were often not 'knowing' associations with the
aim of overthrowing the government." (Pg. 18)
"But the fact that communists may have provoked
some of the present dissent in the United States
is not, as some would have it, the end of the matter. The voices are not communist ... " (Pg. 9)

"The yippies are Marxists .... Karl wrote and sang
his own rock album called "The Communist
Manifesto.'' "The Communist Manifesto" is a song
that has overthrown governments." (Pg. 116)
"Fidel Castro says: 'We've done away with a lot
of privileges and inequalities and we want all of
them to disappear, but the real problem isn't to
redistribute income or equalize wages. We must
break from the mastery of money, get rid of money
altogether. We're not out to manage the old system
more efficiently." (Pg. 122)
"The world will become one big commune with
free food and housing, everything shared." (Pg.
256)
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ON DISSENTERS

"The modern day dissenters and protesters are
functioning as the loyal opposition functions in
England. They are the mounting voice of political opposition to the status quo, calling for revolutionary changes in our institutions." (Pg. 57,58)

RUBIN

"Millions of young people will surge into the streets
of every city, dancing, singing, smoking pot, ... in
the streets, tripping, burning draft cards, stopping
traffic.
High school students will seize radio, TV and
newspaper offices across the land.
Police stations will blow up.

"We must realize that today's Establishment is
the new George III. Whether it will continue to
adhere to his tactics, we do not know. If it does,
the redress, honored in tradition, is also revolution." (Pg. 95)

Revolutionaries will break into jails and free
all the prisoners.
Kids will lock their parents out of their suburban homes and turn them into guerrilla bases,
storing arms.
We'll break into banks and join the bank tellers
in taking all the money and burning it in gigantic
bonfires in the middle of the city.
The Youth International Revolution will begin
with mass breakdown of authority, mass rebellion,
total anarchy in every institution in the Western
world." (Pg. 253, 256)

"The youngsters who rise up in protest have not
formulated a program for action." (Pg. 96)
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ON THEIR GOAL
"We will do whatever is forbidden. We will outrage
Amerika until the bourgeoisie dies of apoplexy.

"The younger generation sees more clearly than
their parents do. Few want to destroy the system.
[Such naivete, ignorance, or perfidy from a Supreme Court Justice] The aim of most of them is
to regain the freedom of choice that their ancestors lost, to be free, to be masters of their destiny.
. . .That is the revolution that is coming." (Pg. 96)

The revolution declares war on Original Sin,
the dictatorship of parents over their kids, Christian morality, capitalism and supermasculinity
trips .
Our tactic is to send niggers and longhair scum
invading white middle-class homes ... , breaking
the furniture and smashing Sunday school napalm
.blood Amerika forever .
The revolution is now." (Pg.

"The real crime of the dissenters was that they
were out of favor with the Establishment .. ." (Pg.

4)
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The Douglas book, in its scant 100 pages, is,
as has been observed, more than a petulant old
man's carping about government agencies and
errors. Actually such complaints took over a
major portion of the book. His charges against
government management of national forests and
national parks could easily be refuted by any
officer of these agencies. They are irrational, as
are his charges against the "industrial-military
complex," corporate interests, the Bureau of
Public Roads, which he declares is almost "king:'
His scorn against "faceless bureaucrats," the
CIA, the FBI, and the "Establishment" in general appears in print more as the rantings of an
SDS member than the opinions of a seasoned
judicial authority. These agencies do, of course,
err on occasion. But as Justice Douglas must
very well know, the popular pastime today is to
consider all government agencies the "enemy."
The most serious aspect of this book, however, is that in it illegality is advocated by one
who has taken an oath to uphold the laws of the
nation! Equally as serious is the ammunition he
has given to the forces of destruction allied against our country's survival.

Justice Douglas understands about the rebellion
he so glibly commends; how candidly Jerry Rubin
lays before us not only the meaning of the revolt
that has been taking place but the future victories that can be attained. He frankly admits
that the "right wing is usually right too. They
use the right words: war, riots, revolution," and
complains that "fools like Arthur Schlesinger
Jr. and Max Lerner" "don't know what the ... is
happening." It is obvious that neither does Justice William 0. Douglas.
There are many organizations today with a
common cause - the spread of overt hatred,
which will inevitably result in violent revolution.
But the members of the most august Court in
the land should have no part of their philosoply.
Should Justice Douglas be impeached? He
has done more things foolishly than Justice Fortas
who resigned before he could be impeached.
The highest court has hurt this nation and Justice Douglas has actively helped in this dismal
task. Our courts should be reformed and again
tied down firmly to the Constitution. Justice
William 0. Douglas should be impeached as a
first step in this long overdue reform!

Jerry Rubin's book can be tossed off as a
great "put on" by those who wish to hide their
heads in the sand. Admittedly his language, his
spelling, his photographs would justify any book
reviewer to dismiss Do It! as pure smut. Comparing the two books, we realize how little
18
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Williarn Steuart McBirnie
was born in Canada and
is a citizen of the USA by
choice. He has written
more than 150 books and
booklets on many subjects, chiefly on religion,
sociology, subversive activity, and world affairs.
More than 3,000,000 of his
publications have been
distributed.
Dr. McBirnie holds six degrees from accredited institutions of higher
learning. He has received many honors from
patriotic societies, and even foreign .governments, for his work against Communism. He
has been knighted twice.
He has traveled the world many times to validate his radio news program and his books.
His main calling is as the Senior Minister of the
large United Community Church of Glendale,
California. Though he is a graduate of four
theological seminaries, he does not accept
income from either his church or radio program, preferring to donate his time to these
causes.
Dr. McBirnie is known for his factual and responsible presentation of conservatism and is
one of America's foremost platform speakers.
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Discussion Groups and
the Cry for Action
As increasing numbers of Center members
form or participate in discussion groups, questions
about the relationships of these groups to various
types of action are raised in letters and inquiries by
telephone to the Center staff.
Center members, like all other responsible
citizens, are concerned about the signs of chaos in
our society. Many members belong to civic organizations engaged in a variety of projects. Some of them
ask whether the Center endorses or advocates ideas
offered through The Center Magazine or in such
books as Man v. The State, Embers of the World,
and Asian Dilemma.
Actually the Center endorses and advocates
only the ideal of dialogue. Dialogue is difficult to
maintain in an age when the clashes of groups and
"crash programs" become strident. But the Fellows
and staff members believe that this concept must
be steadily maintained and advanced for the future
of mankind.
We believe that thinking and discussing fundamental questions may enable people to find their
way through the roaring currents of change. There
are thousands of "action groups" today. Some of
them serve constructive purposes. Others add to the
anxiety and confusion that afflicts so many people.
The Center is not an "action group" in the
usual sense of that term. But there is much action at
the Center - action of the mind and spirit, stimulating thought and forward steps. That is the kind of
action we want to see in discussion groups developed
by our members, who have wide varieties of experience and are doing much thinking themselves.
In a Center pamphlet entitled The Civilization
of the Dialogue, Senior Fellow John Wilkinson pointed out: "Machines already converse with one another
more than men do with machines or with their fellows ... If human values are to be conserved, it will
be necessary to reintroduce into life what has nearly
disappeared from it- the Civilization of the Dialogue." Stringfellow Barr said: "The collap~e of good
discussion has isolated the members of th1s generation one from another ... Out of all mankind, only
some two hundred millions of us are Americans,
but we enjoy one advantage that no other nation
enjoys to a like extent: we, or our ancestors have
gathered here from every continent on earth. If we
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engaged the rest of mankind as well as each other
in a genuine dialogue we would still be speaking
within the family, the Family of Man. Ours could be
the most exciting conversation mankind has known
... History suggests that good dialogue is infectious,
if only because human being have minds; they can
therefore learn; when they learn, they come alive ..."
Striving to carry on "a genuine dialogue" is
hard but exhilarating work. It takes tremendous patience. It requires a willingness to read widely and
deeply. It takes the courage to admit that there may
be no apparent answers to very complicated problems. It requires faith in the intellect, and finding
joy in the exercise of the mind- and in the flashes
of insight that illuminate the world.
John W. Gardner, head of the Urban Coalition,
declared in a Godkin Lecture at Harvard: "My dayto-day activities center around down-to-earth questions: how to get adequate housing for the poor, jobs
for the hardcore unemployed, food for hungry children, early schooling for the disadvantaged, equal
opportunity for blacks. It is not easy to turn from
such preoccupations to the broad canvas of social
philosophy. But it is necessary. The problems I work
on every day are made more difficult of solution
because we lack any adequate perspective on social
action and social change."
People at the Center are deeply aroused about
housing for the poor, jobs for the unemployed, food
for the hungry, schooling for the disadvantaged, equal
opportunity for blacks and all minorities, and the
conflicts that threaten to tear the world apart. But
Center people believe that their principal task is to
strive for an "adequate perspective on social action
and social change."
We think that the way to a better future is the
way of understanding what is really going on- and
what the possibilities for constructive change really
are. We believe that participants in Center discussion groups can help to develop these possibilities
into realities.
Frank K. Kelly

Topics and Participants in Meetings
on the Center Calendar February and March, 1970
The Calendar of events in February at the Center
included the following:
Feb),'uary 1 - Pacem in Maribus planning conference
held in Rhode Island, concluded.

March 27- Robert Shapiro, founder of Oasis, a human development center, and Chicago businessman;
Alan Watts, author and interpreter of Zen Buddhism;
and Gary Snyder, poet, held discussions with Center
staff.

February 12, 13, 14, 15- Conference with some
United Nations Ambassadors and Center staff members on "The United Nations and the Third World."

March 30, 31- John Wilkinson, Senior Fellow, was
the conference director of meetings on "Civilization
of the Dialogue, Legal Argumentation and Rhetoric."

February 19, 20- Ramsey Clark, former Attorney
General of the United States, led discussions on
"Civil Rights and Criminal Justice."
February 20- Max Kaplan, Director, Institute for
Studies of Leisure, University of South Florida, held
discussions with Center staff on "Leisure and the
Elderly."
February 25, 26, 27, 28- Pacem in Maribus Planning
and Development Conference, held jointly with the
United Nations Institute for Training and Research.
(Described elsewhere in this Newsletter}.
The Calendar of events in March at the Center included the following:
March 3 - "Notes on the Uprising of the Industrial
Proletariat- USA" a paper by Carl Oglesby, was
discussed with Center staff.
March 5 - A paper entitled "Military-Industrial Complexities," by Charles Wolf, Jr., of the Rand Corporation, was discussed.
March 6 - Professor J. H. Plumb, Cambridge University, held discussions with Center staff on the
changing role of history in the educational process.
March 11, 12- Ralph G. H. Siu, author, discussed
Chinese and American philosophy as applied to
science, economics, and power with Center staff
members.
March 13 -A paper entitled "The Divine Persuasion
(Theology and Revolution, Part I)" by John Wilkinson, was discussed.
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cussed "On the Frontiers of the Mind," with Center
staff members.
March 23 -Rexford G. Tugwell, Senior Fellow, and
Center staff members discussed Mr. Tugwell's paper
"Doctrine of Necessity and the 'Wars' in Asia."

February 6 - "The Multinational Corporation;-" a
continuation of discussions led by Neil Jacoby, Center Associate and chairman of President Nixon's Task
Force on U. S. Economic Growth.
February 9 - "The Myth of Middle America," A
Paper by Richard Parker, Center Junior Fellow, was
discussed.
February 10- Dr. Georges R. Tamarin, Tel-Aviv
University, held discussions with Senior Fellows and
staff, on "Patterns of Prejudice in Israel."

March 16, 17- J. W. Gofman and Arthur Tamplin,
of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, led discussions of "Radioactive Pollution," with Center Fellows.
March 18, 19- Dr. Charles Hardin, director, the International Agricultural Institute, University of California at Davis, discussed papers he had prepared on
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and "Some Observations on
the Bearing of Recent Research in Political Science
on the Viability of Party Government," with Center
Fellows.
March 20 - Steven Rose, professor of biology at the
Open University, Bletchley, Buckinghamshire, dis-

Members Admire and
Challenge The Ideas
of Buchanan
Responses varying from highly enthusiastic to
sharply critical comments have been arriving since
the publication of Embers of the World, a Center
book containing the provocative ideas of the late
Scott Buchanan, a Center founder.
A Methodist bishop, James Armstrong, wrote
from Aberdeen, S. Dakota: "I have just completed
reading the conversations with Scott Buchanan ...
I have devoured each of the Center Magazines as
they have come. Although my desk is deluged with
an assortment of materials, nothing is meaning more
to me these days than the stimulus and clarity of
thought emanating from the Center ... "
Francis Wormuth, a professor of political science, said in a letter to Harvey Wheeler: "It seems
to me that Buchanan's position in Embers of the
World is entirely indefensible. His thesis is that the
cosmos is structured by mathematics, and that one
exposes its structure by Socratic dialogue. This is the
Pythagorean perversion: Everyone knows that the
University was really created by Marduk out of the
carcass of Tiamat."
A flood of delight came from Mrs. Ernestine
Brehmer of Cleveland, Wisconsin: "What a find! This
man is ME, he is we, he is all of us, in himself ... "
In his column in the Los Angeles Times on
March 10, Richard Buffum wrote: "Buchanan knew
an overview of an ordered structure, though important, was not enough. His wisdom said there must
be a set of priorities of moral order. Otherwise man,
given free will, would dissipate himself chasing expedience or ultimately destroy himself in anarchy ...
"You have to start with the big questions before you can integrate the small ones. There's not
much fundamentally awry with our corporate institutions - churches, universities, businesses and industries, representative government- that a reevaluation of ethos cannot right. Beginning with yours and
mine. That's where we begin."
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J. D. Barkley, of Pittsburgh, sent in these comments with a check for renewal of his membership:
"I think it might be well not only to continue bringing people in so they can share their ideas, but to
take Center staff people out occasionally, to live in
and sense the style and stance of differing groups,
institutions, parties, and persons. You might try to
sense the Agnew phenomenon - see where he's
going (if anywhere!) and what it is that strikes responses among many Americans.
"People like myself need all the clear-headed
help we can get to work with America the Fearful,
and try to channel the massive emotional energies of
such persons into an open exchange of ideas and attitudes with the groups they suspect and despise. You
are one of our resources, one of our trainers - or
you are when you are not fattening your own egos!
"How about developing a course in philosophy
for the elementary schools- a course that, with a
change in titles, could be offered to the community!
That may sound facetious, but have you any awareness of how poorly trained most Americans are, to
think?"
Norman Miller, secretary of the Rotary Club
of Monterey Park, California, said in a letter: "We
would like to request of the Center that it consider
the role of the service club in effecting greater
results toward promoting, in particular, world peace
and understanding. Our club is interested in sponsoring a project or program that would be feasible for
Rotary International . . . With more than 650,000
members and over 14,000 clubs throughout the free
world, we feel that our organization- possibly too,
a combination of service clubs- could make a real
contribution in this area ... "

William N. Ellis, of the Science Policy Division
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), wrote from Paris: "I
believe The Center Newsletter could be most useful
in stimulating much needed new ideas and thought
about and within UNESCO ... I shall see that it gets
circulated, and, hopefully, discussed."
Discussing "Priorities in an Affluent Society,"
a Center Magazine article analyzed in the February
issue of the Newsletter, Mary Ann Romano wrote
from Massapequa Park, New York:
"Whether or not I would be willing to relinquish my 'consumer sovereignty' to preserve a 'livable environment' poses a difficult situation. In order
to answer this question we must first determine the
meaning of the phrase, 'livable environment'. In my
opinion, it has a different connotation to all people.
What you might consider to be a 'livable environment', I might regard as a step above a 'slum' or viceversa. I feel it depends entirely on the individual and
his background. If one is accustomed to a 'RollsRoyce life', anything less than this, even a Cadillac,
would hardly satisfy his extravagant nature . . .
"I intend to reap all of the benefits and pleasures that our affluent, progressive society has to
offer. If President Nixon ever declared a state of
national emergency because we were involved in
a war, I would not hesitate to deprive myself of the
'good life'. 'Political sovereignty' and self-determination are very important to me. When my 'livable environment' is threatened or destroyed by war, then,
and only then, would I be willing to make a supreme
sacrifice.''
In another letter Mrs. Val Neeley of Boulder
City, Nevada, expressed agreement with John K.
Galbraith's statements about "the system's horrifying reliance on military production." She said: "Today's world situation calls for more aware decisions,
solutions aimed at a 'feeling' level of where our prob-
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lems hit and hurt us at the human level ...
"My experience, both in myself and as I know
and have seen others change, is that change seldom
occurs without a crisis of some sort. A concentrated,
all-out, national presentation via television, with cooperative backing of government, business, medical
and scientific forces might be a helpful approach. I
think that with new attitudes we can recover ourselves and survive ... "
Mrs. Wendy Losch, of San Diego, California,
showed her understanding of the Center in a letter:
"The goal of the Center, as I see it, is to preserve its
autonomy precisely by avoiding all formal organizational structure and its attendant pressures, thus freeing its members to pursue individual and autonomous
goals. The function of the discussion groups essentially is that of transmitter. The Center's role is not
that of surrogate parent; rather, each group ideally
should consider itself as a small autonomous unit,
acting within its own unstructured situation."

Jogging the Mind:
Questions for Consideration
"The Jury As a Political Institution"
In the March issue of the Center Magazine,
Professor Jon Van Dyke contends that juries should
feel free to temper the law with mercy, particularly
in cases of political dissent and "crimes of conscience."
By limiting their verdicts to questions of fact,
American jurors have become a "docile, regimented
group" and a "rubber stamp" for the government,
Van Dyke said in his article on "The Jury as a Political Institution."
Most jurors are not aware of their inherent
power to nullify judges' instructions to interpret only
facts and not law, Van Dyke asserted. A professor
of law, he is now a Visiting Fellow at the Center.
Van Dyke said: "Although jurors always have
the power to reject a judge's instructions, at least in
the sense that they will not be punished if they fail
to follow the instructions, they almost never do."
The argument against such jury nullification,
he said, is that if judges informed juries they actually are permitted to pass upon the appropriateness of
a law, the jurors would be more likely to follow their
prejudices than their consciences and the rule of law
would be replaced by the rule of lawlessness.
"Whatever the merits of this argument, it is
clear that American jurors have become a docile,
regimented group," Van Dyke said." ... Justice would
be better served if jurors were told they have the
power to act mercifully toward the defendant should
they decide that applying the law to his act would
lead to an unjust result."
Proponents of jury nullification, including
many of the Founding Fathers, were not asking that

'

juries be given free rein to create new laws, Van
Dyke said.
"The argument today is only that the jury has
the right to mitigate existing laws and that this right
is a basic safeguard against an oppressive or even
a merely overly aggressive government," he said.
By limiting a jury's function to finding facts,
Van Dyke contended, the jury is limited to the one
function it is most poorly qualified to perform in the
judicial process.
"It has not been shown that jurors are better
fact-finders than judges," he said. "Quite probably
they are worse.
"Why then do we impanel a million jurors in
80,000 criminal trials and an untold additional number of civil trials each year? Are we throwing away
our money because of some unfounded illusion? Or
do we preserve the jury because, though we will not
admit it, we really want the jury to do more than
find facts?"
Van Dyke condemned the procedure in most
jurisdictions of a judge telling jurors it is their duty
to follow the law only as he states it to them.
"Jurors should be told instead," Van Dyke concluded, "that although they are a public body bound
to give respectful attention to the laws, they have
the final authority to decide whether or not to apply
a given law to the acts of the defendant on trial
before them. More explicitly, jurors should be told
that they represent their communities and that iWs
appropriate to bring into their deliberations the feelings of the community and their own feelings based
on conscience. Finally, they should be told that, despite their respect for the law, nothing would bar them
from acquitting the defendant if they feel that the
law as applied to the factual situation before them
would produce an inequitable or unjust result."
In view of the uproar over the verdict given
by the jury in the trial of the "Chicago Seven" - as
well as the conduct of the defendants, their lawyers,
and the judge - do you think social issues cari be
fairly handled in the present system of criminal justice?
Do you share the views of Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, who said in a Center meeting: "The
system is certainly inefficient and wasteful"? Judge
Burger added: "It is the most elaborate system ever
devised by a society. It is so elaborate that in many
places it is breaking down. It is not working." ·
Judge Burger questioned the value of the jury.
He noted that use of the jury is rapidly disappearing
in England, and it generally does not exist in European countries.
Do you believe Professor Van Dyke has made
a good case for the assertion of more power by juries
- or do you think that such assertion would lead to
a more rapid breakdown of the legal system? What
reforms do you have to suggest?
Your comments will be welcomed.

Center Fellows Participate In Meeting
on Ocean Resources at UN Headquarters
The UN Institute for Training and Research
(UNITAR) and the Center jointly sponsored a twoday meeting, February 25 to 27, at UN headquarters
in New York on "Planning and Development in Relation to Ocean Resources."
Participants sought to clarify concepts and initiate new ideas for the planned, efficient, and equitable development of ocean resources. They were
particularly concerned about the impact that the increased use and exploitation of the sea and its bed
will have on the developing nations and on the marine
ecology. In addition, they discussed the requirements
and overall objectives and criteria of planning for
the d~velopment of ocean resources.
Oscar Schachter, deputy executive director of
UNITAR, presided at the sessions. Center participants included Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Senior
Fellow; Silviu Brucan and William Ewald, visiting
Fellows; and Wolfgang Vitzthum, research assistant
to Mrs. Borgese.
The meeting was one of a series of conferences
in preparation for the Center's Pacem in Maribus
Convocation, to be held on Malta June 28-July 3.

Conference on "Steps to Survival"
To be Held by Center in Los Angeles
on April 25 1970
Everybody talks about ecology now - the
threats to life caused by the bad side-effects of runaway technology. From its beginning in 1959, the
Center has been warning the people of the world
that an environmental crisis endangered the earth.
In a Center paper entitled "The Politics of
Ecology: The Question of Survival," Aldous Huxley
called in 1963 for a deep examination of the basic
biological aspects of the human situation on a planet
with limited resources. A stream of Center pamphlets
and audiotapes in the 1960's - Technology and Human Values, Tragedy and the New Politics, Technology, History and the Future, Technology and the
Unions, Technology: Toxic or Tonic? and many
others brought the rising perils to the attention of
many leaders.
Now the cries of alarm fill the air and confusion grows daily. Since the Center's mission is clarification as well as the issuance of early warnings, a
Center meeting on the whole environmental situation
seemed desirable.
On April 25, at the Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles, Center members will gather to consider
"Steps to Survival." All Center members in Southern
California are invited to attend. Readers of this
Newsletter are asked to notify Mrs. Inez Asher, (The
Center office, 205 S. Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, 90212) if they plan to be present. Early
registration is urged, because the capacity of the hotel
conference room is limited.
The meeting will run from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Major questions to be considered at the conference include:
Are we seeing the problems we really face?
Are the media of communication informing
us, arousing us, or confusing us- or doing all these
things at once?
Are new ideas of what human beings can become now available and usable?
Speakers will examine the impact of the U. S.
economy on the quality of life; perspectives for
glimpsing the future; the possibilities of computers
in overcoming the crisis; the connections between
bad environment and the youth revolt; the racial
crisis and the decay of our cities; the perils and promises of atomic power; the good and bad aspects of
science and planning - and what individual persons
can do in the critical time ahead.
At each session of the aU-day meeting, there
will be discussions sparked by questions from Center members. At the end of the conference, the most
promising ideas will be summarized.
Speakers will include Robert M. Hutchins,
Harry S. Ashmore, Harvey Wheeler, John Cogley,
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Neil Jacoby, Richard Bellman, Kenneth Watt, Arthur R. Tamplin, Robert
Jungk, Kenneth Tollett, William Ewald, and Eddie
Albert.

Efforts to Ease Middle East Cris
Described in New Book
A new book - Between the Rock and the Hard
Place by Paul Jacobs, just published by Random
House- contains a vivid picture of the pains and
perplexities suffered by Mr. Jacobs, then a Center
consultant, in attempting to arrange a private meeting under Center auspices in Europe between prominent Israelis, Americans, and Palestinian Arabs to
find ways of easing tensions in the Middle East.
Publishers' Weekly, in a review on February
9, 1970, declared: " ... Jacobs found himself in the
end exhausted and bitterly frustrated - a man who
had shuttled from Israel to Jordan, Lebanon and
Egypt, and back to the U. S. more than once, speaking privately to influential Israelis and Palestinian
Arabs but finding himself at last ground 'between the
rock and the hard place,' the distorted views of reality held by both sides. Jacobs' honest reportage of his
experience is heartbreaking and withering. Rarely
has anyone got between covers so vividly the essence
of the Mid-East tragedy in its most human terms. His
chronicle of failure adds up to one of the most revealing documents on the subject thus far published."
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Prospects for Democracy in a Revolutionary
Age Examined by Wheeler
The Center has sent to members a book by
Harvey Wheeler, Senior Fellow, entitled Democracy
in a Revolutionary Era.
"The scientific revolution may institutionalize
revolution, for one of its results will be to focus
attention on the systemic, or larger ecological, implications of every major social issue," Wheeler asserts.
"Human society has come to the political point
of no return. In unconsciously creating a unitary industrial society throughout the world, man has made
his survival depend upon his ability to follow it with
a consciously created world order."
This has been a recurring theme in Wheeler's
writing since he joined the Center a decade ago. He
earned his doctorate in political science at Harvard,
and has served on the faculties of Johns Hopkins and
Washington and Lee Universities. He is also the
author of The Conservative Crisis and co-author of
the novel Fail-Safe.
His book on democracy in a revolutionary age
contains many provocative statements which could
make excellent topics for discussion groups.
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Hutchins on Educational Television Program
A discussion of the work of the Center by
Robert M. Hutchins in a conversation with Keith
Berwick was broadcast by KCET, Channel 28 in Los
Angeles, on Tuesday, April7 at 10 p.m. and on Sunday,
April 12 at 6 p.m. Comments by Center members will
be appreciated.
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The Center Newsletter is published by the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, a
non-profit educational foundation devoted to the
study of basic issues confronting humanity. Address
correspondence concerning Center programs to Frank
K. Kelly, vice president for continuing education, and
inquiries on the operation of discussion groups to
Peter Tagger, director of membership services, at
P. 0. Box 4068, Santa Barbara, California 93103.
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Center for the Study of Democratic.Institutions
Box 4068
Santa Barbara, California 93103
ADDENDUM

1969 TAPE CATALOGUE
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"SOLITARY, SINGING IN THE WEST ... ".
Although this program was prepared especially
the birthday of the noted educator, Robert M.
it is an excellent sound portrait of the man,
and his achievements. Mr. Hutchins, formerly
the University of Chicago, is Chairman of the
Directors of the Center.
··

55:12
to celebrate
Hutchins,
his views
President of
Board of
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56:43
ABM: YES OR NO?
Excerpts frqm a two-day symposium on what may be the most
crucial decision for the survival of mankind. When all the
technical data is in, the debate revolves on what kind of
world shall we choose to live in. Participants include
Jerome B. Wiesner, former science adviser to President
Kennedy, now provost of Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
Donald Brennan of the Hudson Institute; General Leon Johnson,
who was Director of the Net Evaluation Subcommittee of the
Natj_onal Security Council from 1961 to 1965; U.S. Senator
GeorgeS. McGovern; A. A. Berle, Jr., former Assistant
Secretary of State and Ambassador to Brazil; I. I. Rabi,
Nobel Laureate, now Higgins Professor of Physics, Columbia
University; and Harry S. Ashmore and Harvey Wheeler of the
staff of the Center, which sponsored this conference.

454

42:22
FINAL WORDS OF THOMAS MERTON
In the fall of 1967, for the first t~me in 25 years,
Father Thomas Merton, a Trappist monk at the Abbey of
Gethsemani in Kentucky, was given leave from the
monastery to attend a meeting of Asian Catholic abbots
in Bangkok and to study oriental monasticism at close
range. Before leaving the country, he visited the Center
in Santa Barbara ~here he talked abou~ many things. A few
weeks later, Father Merton died by accidental electrocution
in Bangkok. He was 53 years old. As far as we know, this
was the last recorded conversation with Father Merton.
I
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51:32
CZECHOSLOVAKIA: THE ART OF THE IMPOSSIBLE
Milton Mayer, writer-teacher, who has visited Czechoslovakia
extensively and who was a member of the Comenius University
faculty in Prague, explains the Good Soldier Schweik
technique used by the Czechs to resist and demoralize the
Russians in the invasion of August, 1968. Non-violent only
in its lack of the use of arms, it aimed to bedevil rather
than redeem the aggressor. Center Fellows join in the
discussion.
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SCIENTISTS: ON TOP OR ON TAP?
Ninety per cent of all the scientists who have ever lived
are still alive. The impact of their intense activity
on society and the rapidity with which industrial and
military interests seize upon their discoveries is cause
for alarm. To help quell the tempest in the bombshell,
Center Fellow Harvey Wheeler suggests the "constitutionalization
of science," which would put science under democratic control
and rule of law geared toward the help and enlightenment of
man rather than toward his extinction. Neil Jacoby, Visiting
Center Fellow, moderates a panel discussion which includes
Mr. Wheeler, a political scientist; Lord Ritchie-Calder,
scf~nce historian; Norman Peterson, Director~f Systems
Development at Victor Gruen Associates; and Helmut Krauch,
who recently worked on developing a science program for
Germany.
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19:47
CREATIVE NON-VIOLENCE
Grapes represent the fifth largest crop in California,
but though grape workers have contracts with the wine
makers, table grape growers have refused union recognition.
Cesar Chavez, charismatic non-violent leader of the farm
workers, talks informally with Fellows at the Center about
the major labor conflict that may be developing if the
dispute between growers and workers is not soon settled.
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PROPOSAL FOR A BLACK COLLEGE
Current black studies curricula are insufficient for black
students' needs today, says W. H. Ferry, who proposes a
two-year black college. His colleagues at the Center
suggest the p~oposal is about politics, not education.
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"THE RICH PAY A FINE, THE POOR GO TO JAIL":
A SOCIOLOGY OF THE LAW

27:18

Studies show that our legal system deals primarily with
the poor, who fail at crime and cannot obtain the legal
services available to more affluent lawbreakers. A program
of "preventive law,'' such as domestic counselling clinics
and classes in consumer buying, could prevent ghetto legal
problems from falling under police jurisdiction. Participating
in the discussion are Brownlee Hayden of RAND Corporation;
Justice Warren E. Burger, then of the U.S. Court of Appeals
in Washington, D.C., now Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court; Judge Walter Schaefer of the Illinois Superior
Court; Sam Dash of the Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure
in Washington, D.C.; Gresham Sykes, sociologist at the
University of Denver Law Center; and Hallock Hoffman
of the Center.
·
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58:16
THE ADVERSARY SYSTEM
In contrast to European criminal procedure, Anglo Saxon
law u~es an adversary court system. After a survey of
courts abroad, Judge Warren E. Burger, now Chief Justice
of the United States Supreme Court, suggests that both
the alternate European system and the more highly professionalized British adversary system function better than
the adversary system in American courts. Participating in
the discussion with Judge Burger are Sam Dash, director
of the Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure; Gresham M.
Sykes, sociologist and director of the administration
of.justice program at the University of Denver Law Center;
Robert M. Hutchins, Chairman of the Center; and Center
Fellows Harry S. Ashmore, Rexford Tugwell, Gerald Gottlieb,
William Gorman, C. Edward Crowther and Hallock Hoffman.
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26:05
IDEAS IN THE MARKETPLACE
"The truth will win out in a debate in the marketplace," says
Morris Ernst, internationally famous lawyer and civil
liberties defender. In a conversation with Hallock Hoffman
at the Center, Mr. Ernst talks about censorship and the need
to enlarge the channels for truthful dissemination of news
and ideas.
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53:48
YOU MUST GO HOME AGAIN
A highly personal and deeply moving story of one young black
teacher who decided to return to his Southern rural home to
initiate a program to change the life experiences of his
people. Norris Hart talks with John Cogley at the Center.
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47:45
RURAL DEVELOPMENT: RICH LAND FOR POOR
Slater King, Southern real estate and rural development
expert, at a meeting at the Center, presents his land trust
idea as a means of encouraging poor blacks and whites to
come back to the farm from congested urban areas and to even
the odds of those who are struggling to hold onto their land.
The land trust would be privately organized as a non-profit
corporation and would be adaptable to community needs.
Participating in the discussion are Robert Choate, Fellow of
the National Institute of Public Affairs; Eleanor Eaton,
Coordinator of the AFSC Rural Programs; Gar Alperovitz of
the Institute for Policy Studies; Don Devereux, Consultant
for HELP in Santa Fe; Robert Swann of the International
Independence Institute; and Center Fellows.
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THE ROLE OF THE JURY IN POLITICAL CRIMES
Harrop A. Freeman, Professor of Law at Cornell University,
argues that in certain kinds of criminal trials in the
federal courts, the jury need not be bound by the judge's
instru~tions as to the law.
The argument is particularly
relevant to trials of war resisters. Center Fellows
join in the discussion.
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THE WILD GOOSE CHASE F'OR REALITY
25:55
"The basic quality. necessary to genuine art is corning to
grips with the world of chaotic events and finding an
order in it," says painter Howard Warshaw. In an informal
interview, Mr. Warshaw expounds on this "wild-goose chase
for reality." A knowledgeable commentary on the roles
of art and the artisb in a dernoriratic society. John
Cogley, Editor of The Center Magazine, poses the questions.
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28:20
THE EARTH KILLERS
Physicists can blow up the world; bacteriologists can destroy
it by disease; pollution can suffocate it; and a population
explosion can starve it to death. Lord Ritchie-Calder,
noted science historian, tells John Cogley in a conversation
at the Center, that the world will continue ''mucking things
up" beyond repair unless. science comes under public control
while time still remains.
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29:13
TO HELL WITH POSTERITY
"H~ll is a city much like London, a populous and smoky
city," Shelley wrote years ago. Today, science and technology
seem Hell-bent on creating bigger and smokier cities;
on defiling the waters with waste product; on indulging in
atom-foolery until we all become victims of slow but
insidious smothering and radiation. Lord Ritchie-Calder,
Consultant to the Center and noted science historian,
makes a case for the need to apply social responsibility
to scientific discovery instead of racing pell-rnell to
a finish line that may spell the end of civilization as
we know it.
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27:15
THE STRUGGLE IS THE MESSAGE
"Violence is an equation. A certain amount of authority,
a certain amount of weapons, a certain amount of hardware
can prevent the free exercise of violence." The delicate
balance lies in the degree that one wants to curb violence.
Irving Louis Horowitz, sociologist, analyzes the use of
violence by anti-war demonstrators, bla.cks, students and
police, and points out that where there is organization there
is usually no violence. Center Fellows participate in the
discussion.
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THE YOUTH CLASS
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Youth is no longer a marginal factor in American life.,~
~
By the end of the 20th Century, going to college may b;
··
routine as going to high school. Irving Louis Horowitz,
sociologist, entertains the notion that the young in the
university-knowledge-factory environment may well
constitute a new social class. Center Fellows join in
the discussion.
29:45
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE UNITED NATIONS?
The United Nation~ is ailing as an effective instrument
of peace but it is alive and functioning and ~olding its
own in int'ernational social and economic spheres. It has,
in fact, the strength to evolve into a world government .
. An examination of the health of the U.N. is conducted at
the Cente~ by Donald McDonald, Stringfellow Barr,
Elisabeth Borgese and Hallock Hoffman.
THE CHOICE:

SAVE OUR CONSTITUTION OR SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT
28:30
A desperate plea to put a halt to the destruction of the
ecological balance before we reach the imminent point of
no return. W. H. Ferry reads the text of his remarks before
the Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental J\.ffairs.
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52:45
A VISION OF ATHENS
Can education revitalize society? Robert Hutchins, Chairman
of the Center, thinks that society must first revitalize
itself. Taking into account the enormous and recent changes
in an education-seeking constituency, the urban, communications
and technological revolutions, and the degeneration of the
university into a training-school-conglomerate, Mr. Hutchins
nonetheless holds forth hope that we may yet become a ·
learning society. A provocative question and answer
period follows this talk to the Westside Community Center
in Los Angeles.
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31:24
SCOTT BUCHANAN, TEACHER
Through reminiscences of his life's work as a Socratic
teacher, Scott Buchanan explains his view of teaching and
the teacher's role in the learning process. He discusses
the New Program he created at St. John's College in
Annapolis, Maryland. This all-required program of study
was conceived as a step in the restoration of the American
Liberal Arts College after its virtual destruction by the
electi~e system.
Talking with Mr. Buchanan are his friends
Stringfellow Barr, co-founder of the St. John's Program, and
Harris Wofford, now President of Old Westbury College in
New York.
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TRAGEDY AND POLITICS
Scott Buchanan spent his life as a Socratic teacher. His
attempt to discard the illusory in pursuit of the truth
freed him to study the developing world without being
blinded by the explosive events that comprise it. This
conversation opens with recourse to the Greeks:
to the
interrelatedness of tragic and comic outlooks. Mr. Buchanan
discusses the tension between education and political action;
and Socratic dialectic itself, its essentially democratic
and liberating nature, and its use in the ongoing creation
of world society. Talking with Mr. Buchanan is his friend
Harris Wofford, now President of Old Westbury College in
New York.
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43:50
THERE USED TO BE NEGROES
Talking to the students at the University of California
at Santa Barbara, Milton Mayer, writer, lecturer and
teacher, evaluates the long overdue revolution now in the
hands of young America. He suggests that only intelligence
can make the revolution "stick''; that the guide lines of ·
education for human freedom and acceptance of all cultures,
whether black, white or mongrel, be used to dignify their
cause.
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HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?

39:00

"We can kill each other nationally at least once now, so
why bother arming enough to do it two or three times?"
At a Center staff meeting, Charles Bolte of the Carnegie
Endowment of International Peace poses this and other
questions concerning the control of strategic weapons.
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THE FAMILY IN CRISIS

38:24

Like every other institution, the family is today in a
state of crisis. Discussion of the history, literature
and quality of family life leads to speculation about
whether the family is disintegrating or only in transition
and what its future form and strengths may be. Stewart
Sutton, Canadian social worker, joins Center Fellows for
this discussion.

ASIAN DILEMMA
At the instigation of prominent members of the Japanese Diet
who belong to a special study group of the majority Liberal
Democratic Party, the Center arranged a three-day conference
to consider a New Policy for China. The following four tapes
are excerpted from those proceedings. The participants include:
Muenori Akagi, former Japanese Minister of Agriculture and
Forestry; John Sherman Cooper, U.S. Senator from Kentucky; Alan
Cranston, U.S. Senator from California; William 0. Douglas,
Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; Don Edwards, Congressman from California; Masumi Ezaki, former Japanese Minister
of Defense; Aiichiro Fujiyama, former Japanese Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Chairman of the Executive Council of th~ Liberal
Democratic Party; J. W. Fulbright, U.S. Senator from Arkansas;
Arthur Goldberg, former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
and former Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; Mark 0.
Hatfield, U.S. Senator from Washington; Edwin 0. Reischauer,
former Ambassador to Japah and now Professor of Far Eastern
History at Harvard University; Chester Ronning, formerly Canadian
Ambassador and High Commissioner to India and Director for
Eastern Affairs; Tokuma Utsunomiya, Vice President of the
Association for the Promotion of World Trade; and Center members
Harry S. Ashmore, Elisabeth Mann Borgese, Robert M. Hutchins,
Fred Warner Neal, and Stanley K. Sheinbaum.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

28:53

If we cannot break free from the 19th Century myths underlying our foreign policy, we may not survive the 20th
Century to enter the 21st. Nowhere is the danger more
serious than in the foreign policies of the United States
and Japan toward China. Pulitzer Prize-winner Harry S.
Ashmore is in good form as he summarizes the three-day
conference in which Japanese leaders and United States
legislators considered the steps necessary for a rapprochement with China. Masumi Ezaki, former Japanese Minister
of Defense, adds a charming footnote.
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THE MYTH OF THE CHINA MENACE

44:37

Edwin 0. Reischauer, former Ambassador to Japan and now
Professor of Far Eastern History at Harvard University,
reviews the troublesome questions that will need attention
with regard to China and some that might require less
attention later if we attend well to them now. Although
all participants agreed in general that Asian policy must
be reappraised, there were sharp clashes with Reischauer
on detail.
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"A SIMPLE HUMAN PREFERENCE FOR LIFE":
AN ARGUMENT FOR THE RECOGNITION OF RED CHINA

41:49

Conference participants struggle with questions which must
first be raised before solutions can come: How to educate
a public raised in fear of China to trust her? Can the
China question be resolved before the issue of Taiwan is
settled? Would Japan and other nations feel secure if
the U.S. removed naval bases from the Pacific?
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"SUPPOSE THEY GAVE A WAR AND NO ONE CAME?"

29:46

Japan, which has a constitutional prohibition against
war, stands in a unique position to usher in the warless
world. William 0. Douglas, Associate Justice of the United
States Supreme Court, interrupted the conference with an
impatient plea that we break with our bankrupt political
policies and seek innovative paths to peace under law.
He is joined by Senators Fulbright and Hatfield and their
Japanese opposite numbers in a moving montage that demands
respect for all living things -- including man.

. .
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21:20

A PRIVILEGED PLACE

"I see an increasing demand put on any Christian to be,
during his whole life, a politically significant person.
This does not mean the Church itself becomes politically
significant," says Ivan Illich, an ordained priest who has
chosen to work outside the Church as Director of the Centro
Intercultural de Documentacion in Cuernavaca, Mexico.
A segment from a long conversation recorded at the Center
where Dr. Illich talked with Donald McDonald and Denis
Goulet about the role of the Church in Latin America, how
it functions and how it should function.
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ELECTORAL REFORM:

WHAT HAPPENS vlliEN EVERYONE LOSES?

53:42

Although the 1968 election aroused fears that a President
might be chosen by the archaic Electoral College, once
the crisis passed, so did public anx·iety. Not so for
Harry S. Ashmore, President of the Center, who explores
some reforms for national elections. The pros who argue
his proposals include Joe Napolitan, Herbert Kaplow, Steve
Mitchell, Frank Mankiewicz, Charles Guggenheim, Arthur
·
Schlesinger, Blair Clark, Walter De Vrie, Ann Wexler and
Eli Siegel.
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE LIBERALS GONE?

28:56

A search for the liberals in the current scene of political
action leads Harry S. Ashmore, President of the Center,
to find that liberals have been in the rearguard of politics
indulging in reason rather than confrontation; functioning
as critics; maintaining a code of conduct and a balance
between individual liberty and social justice. Center
Fellows join in the discussion.
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THE PREGNANT GHETTO

40:43

Ghetto action is the motive behind the Irnewly formed
Economic Resources Corporation, and Richard Allen is the
man behind the corporation. His plan is to put life into
depressed urban areas by bringing in industry, jobs and
low-cost housing. Mr. Allen's ghetto origin allows him to
view the problems with both passion and practicality. At
a meeting at the Center, he discusses t~ese views with
Leon Sager, businessman, Jay Jackson, eJK(ecutive director
of the Economic Resources Corporation, and Center Fellows.
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THE CAPTIVE CHILD

40:55

"We must rethink our ideas of childhood and schooling,"
says Peter Marin. His experience as Director of the
experimental Pacific High School in Palo Alto has exposed
him to the depth of adolescent problems. He does some
of his "rethinking" at the Center and pleads the cause
of the adolescent who must be released from the bonds of
childhood, must be accepted in and by an adult community
where he can learn according to his needs.
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A MATTER OF GENES

29·10
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Arthur Jensen, educational psychologist, stirs up more
controversy than genes when he suggests that "genetic
~ factors are strongly implicated in the average Negrowhite intelligence difference." Donald McDonald of the
Center interviews Mr. Jensen, who elaborates on his
. hypothesis and presents some ideas on methods of
education.
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POPULATION CONTROL BEGINS AT HOME
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29:07

Every year, 70 million people are added to the population
of the world. There are now more undernourished people
than there were people in 1875. The story of the rising
population combined with the avaricious consumption of
non-renewable resources gives cause for alarm, and Paul
Ehrlich, biologist at Stanford University and Center
Associate, suggests a plan which, despite utopian
overtones, is in fact a realistic solution to this
progressive destruction of life on earth.
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